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ABSTRACT 
 
 

FACILITATING CONCEPTUAL CHANGE IN LEARNING RATE OF 
REACTION CONCEPTS 

 
 
 
 

BOZKOYUN, Yasin 

       M.S., Department Secondary Science and Mathematics Education 

                  Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Ömer GEBAN 

 

September 2004, 91 pages 

 
 
 
 

The main aim of this study to investigate the effectiveness of conceptual change 

texts oriented instruction accompanied with analogies over traditionally designed 

chemistry instruction on overcoming 10th grade students’ misconceptions, their 

understanding of rate of reaction concepts and attitude towards chemistry as a school 

subject. 

 

56 tenth grade students from two classes of a chemistry course taught by the same 

teacher in the ATATÜRK Anatolian High school, participated in the study. This 

study was carried out in 2003-2004 spring semester. 

 

There were two groups in the study. Experimental group was instructed with 

conceptual change texts oriented instruction accompanied with analogies and the 

control group was instructed by traditionally designed chemistry instruction over a 

period of four weeks.  

               



 v 

To investigate the effect of treatment, Rate of Reaction Concepts Test and Attitude 

Scale Toward Chemistry as a school subject were administered to all students in both 

groups at the beginning and end of the treatment. To evaluate students’ science 

process skills, Science Process Skills Test was administered before treatment. 

 

To test the hypothesis of the study ANOVA and ANCOVA were used. The result of 

the study showed that students in conceptual change texts oriented instruction 

accompanied with analogies got higher average scores in Rate of Reaction Concepts 

Test than traditionally designed chemistry instruction. Also, students in experimental 

group indicated a higher positive attitude toward chemistry as a school subject. In 

addition, science process skill was a strong predictor for the achievement related to 

rate of reaction concepts. 

 

Results and strategies that were developed for this study may be used by teachers to 

reduce and eliminate students’ misconceptions about the rate of reaction concepts. 

 

KEYWORDS: Conceptual Change Texts Oriented Instruction Accompanied with 

Analogies, Traditionally Designed Chemistry Instruction, Misconception, Attitude 

Scale Toward Chemistry as a school subject, Science Process Skills 
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CHAPTER 1 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Learning is viewed as a process of active construction which is shaped by the 

students’ prior knowledge and conceptions. Ausubel (1968) stated that the most 

important single factor influencing learning is what the learner already knows. The 

current cognitive structure of the learners’ influences the learning and retention of 

new material. Cognitive structure of the learner is composed of a set of abstract 

ideas, concepts and generalizations, built upon facts. It is the organization of the 

learners’ present knowledge in a subject. During instruction learners generate their 

own meaning based on their experience and abilities (Nakhleh, 1992). Students who 

actively relate an incoming idea to previously acquired knowledge understand the 

meaning of the new information. 

 

In learning process, learners’ previously stored knowledge or ideas play an 

important role when teaching new concepts. (Goss, 1999; Dochy & Bouwens,1990). 

Ausubel(1968) emphasized this by distinguishing between meaningful learning and 

rote learning. For meaningful learning to occur, new knowledge must be related by 

the learner to relevant existing concepts in that learner's cognitive structure. West and 

Fensham (1974) suggested that meaningful learning occurs when the learner's 

appropriate existing knowledge interacts with the new learning and rote learning 

occurs when no such interaction takes place. 

 

Teachers can be astonished to learn that despite their best efforts, students do 

not understand fundamental ideas covered in science class. Even, some of the 

students give the right answers but these are only correctly memorized words. 

Students are often able to use algorithms to solve numerical problems without 

completely understanding the scientific concepts.Mazur(1996) reported that students 
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in his physics class had memorized equations and problem-solving skills, but 

performed poorly on tests of conceptual understanding. Nakhleh and Mitchell (1993) 

studied sixty students in an introductory course for chemistry majors. In an exam 

which paired an algorithmic problem with a conceptual question about the topic, only 

49% of those students who classified as having high algorithmic ability were able to 

answer the parallel conceptual question. 

 

Many science courses include abstract and complex concepts. Therefore, it is 

difficult for students to change their thinking. So, special instructional techniques are 

developed to assist and guide students in their learning. (Anderson&Roth, 1988; 

Posner, Strike, Hewson & Gertzog, 1982) Students’ real world conceptions play a 

critical role in their view of the world. (Novick &  Nussbaum,1982) Students are 

often faced with conflict in science lesson because their beliefs and conceptions 

about the world and natural phenomena don’t meet with scientific understanding. 

Different researches have named these different ideas or beliefs as preconceptions or 

misconceptions (Driver and Easley, 1978), alternative frameworks. (Driver and 

Erickson, 1983) Several studies have found that students are often wrong ideas or 

misconceptions about the basic science concepts. (Anderson and Smith, 1987; 

Osborne and Wittrock, 1983) These misconceptions can function as a potential 

barrier to prevent the assimilation of new learning. 

  

After 1980’s science education constructivists and curriculum developers 

have been explored the role of students’ prior alternative conceptions or 

misconceptions in learning natural science. After constructivism approach, many 

studies were done to identify and characterize the students’ conceptions. During the 

past two decades, many researches were carried out related with the role of students’ 

alternative conceptions and the result of these researches showed that these ideas 

limited students’ understanding in science and mostly different form the commonly 

accepted scientific concepts. 
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Alternative conceptions have been identified in content areas such as, the 

particulate nature of matter (Novick& Nussbaum, 1978; Renstrom et. al., 1990; 

Haidar and Abraham, 1991; Lee, Eichinger et. al., 1993), mole concept (Stave and G!H�I�J�KML�NPO�O�QSRUTWVYX[ZM\�]�V^X�J�L�_8K�`�V�]�L�V�]�a�bdcYe�V�]�LfN�O�O�QMgfL�hYi�K�IkjFh�VMXlKnmoH�jpX[j�`�qrj+H�Itsu_AHSvwvrV�q vxeUy
and Gorodetsky, 1988,1990; Banjeree, 1991; Camacho and Good, 1989; Pedrosa and 

Dias,2000), electrochemistry (Garnett and Treagust, 1992; Sanger and Greenbowe, 

1999 ; Geban et. al.,2003), chemical bonding (Peterson,Treagust and Garnett, 1989; 

Boo,1998), chemical equations (Yarroch, 1985; Hines,1990).One of the important 

subjects in chemistry is the rate of reaction concepts. Rate of reaction concepts is an 

essential prerequisite for some chemistry concepts, especially chemical equilibrium 

concepts. Therefore, students’ prior knowledge of rate of reaction is important for 

further understanding of the chemistry concepts. So, we can limit our study to rate of 

reaction concepts. 

 

Many students come to class with their own conceptions of natural 

phenomena that are consistent with scientific explanation. Misconceptions or 

conceptual difficulties of students are potential barrier or risk to academic success of 

students in science. These misconceptions are resistant to change and form obstacle 

for students’ learning. To overcome these difficulties new approach proposed by 

educational researchers, which is called conceptual change model. 

 

A model of conceptual change was first proposed by Posner, Strike, Hewson 

and Gertzog (1982) and expanded by Posner (1982).According to conceptual change 

model, learning occurs when knowledge is constructed by students. And students 

create knowledge, if they are given opportunity, and if they find their preinstructional 

knowledge is useless. 

  

 Some conditions must be satisfied to promote conceptual change. (Posner, 

Strike, Hewson and Gertzog, 1982) These are: 

a) Students must be dissatisfied with existing conception. 
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b) Students must find new conception intelligible 

c) The new conception must be plausible 

d) The new conception must be fruitful 

 

Learning in science entails more than just adding new concepts to knowledge. 

Science learning often requires realignment in thinking and construction of new ideas 

that may be in conflict with earlier ideas. Piaget (1950) described such changes as 

accommodation: a learner’s scheme does not fit with new information so the learner 

must adjust existing schemas and create new connections to make sense of the new 

information. Learners substitute old ways of thinking and construct new ways of 

thinking that are based in new information they find useful. Radical change in 

thinking, where students concepts, principles, theories change the organization of 

their schemas, are evidence of conceptual change(Posner,1982).When students 

accomplish conceptual change they demonstrate thinking that moves them toward 

accepted scientific understanding and ability to use those understanding to explain , 

describe , and predict real - world  phenomena. 

 

Conceptual change text is one of the techniques used for conceptual change. 

Simply having students read a scientific explanation does not modify students’ 

misconceptions about a science topic. Conceptual change text which presents the 

scientific explanation and explicitly refutes the common misconceptions is effective 

in altering student science content misconceptions (Weber, 1994). 

 

Use of analogy is another strategy identified as effective in changing science 

content misconceptions (Guzzetti, Snyder, Glass, & Gamas, 1993). An analogy is 

used as explanatory tool by putting new concepts and principle into familiar terms. 

Analogies are powerful tools to facilitate the learners’ construction process on the 

grounds of concepts that are already available. (Duit, 1991) 

 

This study compared the effect of conceptual change texts oriented 

instruction accompanied with analogies over traditionally designed chemistry 
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instruction. In this study, the main aid of conceptual change based lesson was to 

activate the students’ misconceptions related with the rate of reaction concepts.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 

 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 

 

Large empirical literatures exist on everyday conceptions or misconceptions 

in chemistry. A review of this literature shows a number of widespread conceptions 

which clearly stand in the way of understanding basic chemical concepts. 

 Because of abstract nature, understanding chemistry concepts is difficult for 

most students. So, most of the chemical concepts cannot be taught merely by 

showing an example. Meaningful learning is important for students to understand the 

chemical concepts. Learning new knowledge will be meaningful, if student can relate 

it to previous concept that they already understand. Therefore, learning in science 

can be seen as restructuring of existing ideas rather than merely adding information 

to existing knowledge (Hackling &Garnett, 1985). BonJaoude (1992) demonstrated 

that learners who relate new knowledge to relevant concepts and propositions they 

already know (meaningful learners) were able to use information they acquire in 

science classes to correct misunderstandings. By creating meaningful links with 

concepts acquired in a chemistry course, they reduce overload and increase their 

processing capacity. On the other hand, rote learners do not produce coherent 

understandings of scientific topics and elaborate cognitive structures to reason 

through science problems. He concluded that instructors should select a wide range 

of activities to give students diverse examples of scientific concepts. 

It has been found that major obstacles to solving especially conceptual 

problems in chemistry are the lack of understanding chemistry concepts. (Heuvelen 

1991, Mcmillan and Swadners, 1991) 

 

The  study of  the behavior  of  concepts related to rate  of  reaction  has  been   
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fundamental part of high school chemistry courses. Because of abstract nature of this 

concept, students are faced with difficulties and trouble and also they have some 

misconceptions about the rate of reaction concept. For this reason, it is important to 

define and describe these misconceptions before instruction and also special 

instructional strategies has to be designed to show the students that scientific 

conception is more useful than the existing alternative conception. Therefore, this 

study is concerned with students’ alternative conceptions about rate of reaction and 

the effect of conceptual change based instruction on understanding rate of reaction 

concept. On this ground, we examined the existing relevant literature dealing with 

the important variables. (e.g. misconceptions, conceptual change, analogy) 

 

2.1 Misconception 
 

An extensive body of research has shown that the knowledge that students 

bring to and bring away from the classroom is often incomplete, incorrect, and 

inconclusive (Driver, 1989; Osborne, 1983). Since students do build their own 

concepts; their constructions of a chemical concept sometimes differs from that of 

the science expert. In recent years, the science education literature has had many 

reports of studies relating to the identification, explanation, and improvement of 

student difficulties in understanding science concepts. Such difficulties have been 

characterized in various ways, for example, as misconceptions or preconceptions 

(Griffiths and Preston, 1992),  

Misconceptions result from the interaction between learners and 

environments. Misconceptions are embedded in students’ al ternative belief system; 

therefore, most of misconceptions are difficult to change. Generally speaking, the 

possible sources of students’ misconceptions are: 1. school teaching; 2. outside 

school teaching; 3. everyday experiences 4. social environment and 5. intuition. 

(Stepans, 1991; Herron, 1996). 

 

Research on misconceptions covers  virtually all grade and  experience  levels  
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from pre-school age children to college students to pre-service teachers to university 

professors. Similarly, misconceptions occur in both science and non-science 

disciplines, because of the highly abstract nature of some science and non – science 

disciplines concepts.  

 

 Misconceptions are not easily replaced, even after students are exposed to 

correct mental models. Correcting misconceptions requires that learners be both 

aware of the misconception and dissatisfied with it and that a replacement concept be 

available that is intelligible, plausible, and applicable. Even though students are 

exposed to scientifically accurate mental models in a high school science classroom, 

many students tend to finish high school science courses with the same 

misconceptions with which they began. 

 

 Driver (1983) notes that the alternative conceptions that students have 

constructed to interpret their experiences have been developed over an extended 

period of time; one or two classroom activities are not going to change those ideas. 

She emphasizes that students must be provided time individually, in groups, and with 

the teacher to think and talk through the implications and possible explanations. 

 

 2.2 Misconceptions in Rate of Reaction  

 

Understanding of chemistry concepts is very difficult for most students. Rate 

of reaction and the factors that affect them are important concepts in basic chemistry 

curriculum. (Cachapuz& Maskill, 1987; Ragsdale et al., 1998). In spite of its 

importance, it is surprising that the development of students’ understanding and 

students’ misconception about the rate of reaction has not been the focus of 

educational research over many years. This study may be starting point for further 

research in the area of rate of reaction misconceptions.   

 

There is very little research about the students’ understanding about the rate 

of reaction concepts.  Chuephangam (2000)  investigated the students  misconception 
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 in rate of reaction concepts in Chemistry of Mathayom Suksa 5 students, Muang 

Chiang Mai District, Chiang Mai Province. The research instrument was the 

misconception test in Chemistry for Mathayom Suksa 5. It was found that students 

misconceived answers at 11.7 – 21.5 percent in the concept of the rate of reaction. 

The highest misconceptions in answer were 21.5 percent on the explanation of 

factors on the rate of chemistry reaction. The misconceptions in reasons were 6.2-

18.9 percent. The highest rational misconceptions were 18.9 percent on the meaning 

of rate of reaction concepts. 

 

Van Driel(2002) conducted  a study related with chemical kinetics. In his 

research, he asked students to explain the effect of temperature on reaction rate, 

many students arrived at the wrong conclusion: they reasoned that collisions of fast 

moving particles would be less effective, because the particles would “bounce back”. 

Some students added that the molecules would not have enough time to exchange 

atoms. 

 

Kousathana and Tsaparlis (2002) in their research observed that many 

students in their Greek sample, of the early 80s, failed to grasp the fact that reaction 

yield and reaction rate are different concepts that are not directly related to each 

other. 

 

 Griffiths (1994) in his study reported that opinion of “Rate of reaction means 

the same as extent of reaction” was held by most of the secondary school students. In 

another research, misconception "increasing temperature increases amount of 

product" has been reported by Gorodetsky and Gussarksy (1986). 

 
 
2.3 Conceptual Change and Conceptual Change Texts 
 

Learning may involve changing a person’s conceptions in addition to adding 

new knowledge to what is already there. This view was developed by conceptual 

change learning model.  
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Conceptual change model is composed of two major components. First one is 

the conditions that need to be meet for a person to experience conceptual change.  

The extent of conception that meets conditions is called as the status of a person’s 

conception. The more conditions that a conception meets, the higher is its status. 

Second component is the person’s conceptual ecology that provides the context for a 

conceptual change to occur, that influences the change and gives it meaning. 

According to conceptual change model, a person’s conceptual ecology consists of 

different kind of knowledge which includes epistemological commitments to 

consistency and generalizability, metaphysical belief about the world and analogies 

and metaphors that serve to structure new information. Person’s conceptual ecology 

plays a critical role in determining the status of the person’s conception, since it 

influences his or her judgments whether the conditions for conceptual change have 

been met. (Hewson and Hewson, 1992) 

 

In conceptual change model, learning is viewed as a conceptual change and 

the model distinguishes two patterns of change which are assimilation and 

accommodation. Assimilation is the use of existing concept to deal with new 

phenomena. Accommodation is the replacement or reorganization of the learner’s 

central conceptions. Accommodation includes a permanent change that involves 

removing of the existing conceptions and accepting new conception. 

 

Conceptual change is interpreted as a context-appropriate change to the 

chemical concept and a broadening of the learned chemical concept (Duit, 

1996).Conceptual change is also described as a process of a change from the 

learner’s prior conceptions to some intermediate conceptions then to scientific 

conceptions. 

 

Dykstra, Boyle and Monarch (1992) claimed that conceptual change is a 

progressive process of refinement of students’ conceptions and they define taxonomy 

of conceptual change as a differentiation, class extension and reconceptualization. 

Chi and Roscoe (2002) conceive  of conceptual change as repair  of  misconceptions.  
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Starting with naive conceptions, students must identify their faulty conceptions and 

repair them. In this view, misconceptions are miscategorizations of concepts, so 

conceptual change is the reassignment of concepts to correct categories. 

 

The model of learning a conceptual change suggest that there are conditions 

which a new conception has to satisfy before it can be integrated with existing 

knowledge . For a learners to undergo conceptual change , (Posner, Strike, Hewson 

and Gertzog, 1982) 

 

1) They must be dissatisfied with the existing conception,  

 

2) A new conception has to be intelligible. That is, the person considering it knows 

what it means and can construct a coherent representation of it. He or she can see that 

it is internally consistent without necessarily believing it to be true.  

 

3) A new conception has to be plausible. A person who finds it so must find it 

intelligible and must also believe it to be true. This means that it can be reconciled 

with other existing conceptions. 

 

4) A new conception has to be fruitful. It is so when it serves to resolve problems, to 

suggest new approaches. In other words, it provides explanatory and predictive 

power. 

 Cognitive conflict strategies, derived from a Piagetian constructivist view of 

learning, are effective in teaching for conceptual change (Duit & Wilbers, 1999). 

These strategies involve creating situations where learners’ existing conceptions 

about a phenomenon or topic are made explicit and then directly challenged in order 

to create a state of cognitive conflict or disequilibrium. Cognitive conflict strategies 

are aligned with Posner theory of conceptual change in that their common goal is to 

create the four conditions necessary for conceptual change. Disequilibrium can occur 

when new information does not fit an existing schema. When this happens, the 

learner  either  assimilates  in  which  the  student   adapts  new  information  to   pre- 
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existing schemes or accommodates in which the student creates new schemes to 

understand the new material. 

  Cognitive conflict has been used as the basis for number of models and 

strategies for teaching for conceptual change. Among these are the Generative 

Learning Model (Osborne&Cosgrove, 1983), the Ideational Confrontation Model 

(Champagne, Gunstone, & Klopfer, 1985), and an instructional strategy using 

anomalous data (Chinn & Brewer, 1993). Although these models suggest different 

methods and techniques, they all share a structure similar to the conceptual change 

teaching strategy proposed by Novick and Nussbaum (1982): 

1. Reveal student preconceptions  

2. Discuss and evaluate preconceptions  

3. Create conceptual conflict with those preconceptions  

4. Encourage and guide conceptual restructuring  

Simple presentation of chemistry concepts is usually not sufficient for 

students to getting them to change their thinking about the how the world works. One 

of the more effective approaches is confronting students with discrepant events that 

contradict their existing conceptions to foster conceptual change.  This is done with 

diequilibration techniques (Dykstra and Minstrell, 1988; Minstrell, 1989) or 

conceptual conflict that induces students to reflect their conceptions when trying to 

resolve the conflict. In other words, cognitive conflict forces students to construct 

new schemas.                                                                                                                                  

 

Several researchers have suggested instructional strategies to bring about 

conceptual change. (Osborne and Cosgrove, 1983; Hewson and Hewson, 1988; 

Novick and Nussbaum,1982). Main points of these strategies include providing 

facilities for students to expose their conceptions, investigation of students’ 

misconception to create cognitive conflict and application of new conception to 

experience its usefulness and facilitate accommodation.                           
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A conceptual change text is the one of the techniques that address student 

misconceptions and foster conceptual change. Conceptual change text attempts to 

acknowledge the learners' existing conceptions and contrasts them with the more 

scientifically accepted conception, often through a historical progression. Conceptual 

change text is designed to at least partially meet Posner, Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog's 

(1982) conditions for conceptual change. Guzzetti, Snyder, Glass, and Gamas (1993) 

found in their research that conceptual change text was more effective than regular 

text at producing conceptual change in students. Conceptual change text is more 

successful than demonstration, or group discussion in producing long-term 

conceptual learning of counterintuitive information (Hynd & Alvermann, 1986; 

Hynd, Alvermann, & Qian, 1993). 

 

Andre and Chambers (1997) investigated the use of conceptual change text on 

learning electric circuit concept. And they found that conceptual change text more 

effective than the traditional text in conceptual understanding of electric circuit 

concept. 

 

Hynd et al. (1994) compared the effect of demonstration, discussion and 

conceptual change text on conceptual change in physics. Result of the study show 

that conceptual change text is more successful method than demonstration and 

discussion in changing students’ naive ideas to sc ientific ones.  

 

Uzuntiryaki (1998) investigated the effect of conceptual change texts 

accompanied with concept mapping instruction through the instructor lecture on 8th 

grade students’ understanding of solution chemistry. Result of the study showed that 

the conceptual change text accompanied with concept mapping instruction caused a 

significantly better acquisition of scientific conceptions than the traditionally 

designed chemistry instruction. 

 z {�|�}�~�}�~����'}P���������������o���M�o~��U�����p{n��}1�f{M� {Y}��x����������~���{M�r�u�F�U}��p{1��� e effectiveness 

of   conceptual change texts  instruction  over  the   traditionally  designed  chemistry  
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 instruction on 9th grade students’ understanding of chemical change. The result of 

the study showed that students in conceptual change text instruction group had a 

significantly higher score with respect to achievement than the students in the 

traditionally designed instruction group.  

 

Sungur et al. (2001) conducted a study to determine the results of promoting 

conceptual change through the use of conceptual change texts and concept mapping. 

The results of the study indicate support for facilitation of an environment consisting 

of debate, discussion, and increased participation. The students realized and became 

dissatisfied with their misconceptions and were receptive to the new, correct 

information. They realized the new concept was more meaningful through active 

involvement (Sungur, et al. 2001).  

  

 �������F���P���n �¡A¢u£�¤�¤¦¥¨§�©YªU«�¬����x�Y���®��¯�M°±°��M©P��²F³���´��nµ*µ�ª�°�©Yªo´�©Y��¬���¶��^ W©�®���´�·U�4���P¸��
oriented instruction and traditional instruction on students` understanding of cellular 

respiration concepts and their attitudes toward biology as a school subject. Result of 

the study indicated that students exposed to conceptual change texts oriented 

instruction had better understanding of cellular respiration concepts than those 

exposed to traditional instruction.  

 

 
2.4 ANALOGIES 
 

By definition, an analogy refers to comparisons of structures between two 

domains. An analogy may be viewed as a statement of comparison on the basis of 

similarities between the structures of two domains. An analogy is used as 

explanatory tool by putting new concepts and principle into familiar terms. Analogy 

serves a creative function when it stimulates the solution of existing problems, the 

identification of new problem and the generation of hypothesis (Glynn et al, 1989). 

Analogical reasoning can be successful if students are familiar with the analog 

domain. Students must see the connection between the  analog and  target concept  to  
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achieve analogical reasoning. (Gabel & Samuel, 1986) 

 
An analogy enables valid concepts from a familiar domain to be used to 

challenge the student’s alternative conceptions with the result that the learner may be 

stimulated to reconstruct his or her knowledge.(Sutula & Krajcik , 1988) Successful 

use of analogies help students to modify their existing cognitive 

structure.(Shapiro,1985) 

 

According to Gentner (1989), an analogy is a mapping of knowledge between 

two domains such that the system of relationships that holds among the objects in the 

analog domain also holds among the objects in the target domain. Thus, the purpose 

of an analogy is to transfer a system of relationships from a familiar domain to one 

that is less familiar (Mason & Sorzio, 1996). 

 

Analogies can play several roles in promoting meaningful learning. They can 

help learners organize information or view information from a new perspective. 

Thiele & Treagust (1991) argue that analogies help to arrange existing memory and 

prepare it for new information. 

 

Analogies are powerful tools to facilitate the learners’ construction process on 

the grounds of concepts that are already available. (Duit, 1991) There are some 

advantages of analogies. These are: 

 

1) They are valuable tools in conceptual change learning. 

2) They may facilitate an understanding of the abstract concepts. 

3) They may help students to visualize abstract. 

4) They force the teacher to take students’ prior knowledge into 

consideration. 

 

Analogy plays a central role in conceptual change. Effective analogies can 

clarify thinking, help  students overcome misconceptions, and   give students ways to  
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visualize abstract concepts. Misleading or confusing analogies, on the other hand, 

can be more than just a waste of class time. 

 
Analogies can play an important role in promoting conceptual change by 

helping students overcome existing misconceptions (Dagher, 1994; Mason, 1994; 

Venville & Treagust, 1996; Gentner et al., 1997). Analogy allows the application of 

preexisting conceptual structure to new problems and domains, and hence supports 

the rapid learning of new systems. Ideally, analogies can help students recognize 

errors in conceptions they currently hold, reject those conceptions, and adopt new 

conceptions that are accepted by the scientific community. Analogies may make new 

ideas intelligible and initially plausible by relating them to already familiar 

information. If students can assimilate new information in terms of their existing 

knowledge, they are likely to be able to understand that information, relate it in their 

own words, and comprehend how that new information might be consistent with 

reality  all necessary conditions for conceptual change. In his review, Duit (1991) 

shows that analogies are effective conceptual change agents because they enhance 

understanding by making connections between scientific concepts and the students' 

life-world experiences and by helping students visualize abstract ideas. He points out 

that analogies provoke students' interest and may therefore motivate them. 

 

Many research reported the positive effects of analogy usage. (Harrison & 

Treagust, 1993; Treagust, Harrison, & Venville, 1996; Glynn & Takahashi, 1998).In 

their research, Black & Solomon (1987) investigated students’ use of analogies in 

electric current concept. The result showed that analogies presented helped students 

to learn. And also they indicated that analogies were helpful since they allowed the 

students to construct their own knowledge by forcing them to view the new 

knowledge within the framework of the analogy. 

 

Genther  and  Genther   (1983)  in their  study  indicated  that  analogies 

helped  students  in  problem solving  process  of  electric circuit  concept. They  also  

found  that  high school  students  who was  applied “  flowing fluid ” or   a  “  moving 
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 crowd” analogy are considerably different from other high school students who 

didn’t show analogical reasoning in their learning process.  

 

There has been little research about the usage of analogies in chemistry 

classes. Gabel and Samuel (1986) conducted a study to determine the effects of 

analogies when solving molarity problems. Results of the study indicated that 

students’ achievement  in certain molarity problems might be improve by using 

analogies if students saw the connection between analog and target concepts. 

 

Gabel, Samuel and Friedel (1990) also investigated the usage of analogies in 

teaching stoichiometry concepts. At the end of the study, researchers found that 

analogies were not effective for teaching chemistry under the condition they were 

used in the study.  

 

Although, analogies are commonplace in human communication, they are not 

as effective in the classroom as might be expected. (Duit, 1991)  Uncritical use of 

analogies may generate misconceptions. (Champagne, Gunstone & Klopfer, 1985)  

and this is especially so when unshared attributes are treated as valid 

(Osborne&Cosgrove, 1983; Curtis & Reigeluth,1984) or when where the learners are 

unfamiliar with the analogy( Gentner & Gentner, 1983; Nagel,1961)  So, analogy 

must be used with greater care and the analog must be true description of target 

concept. 

 

It can be said that the main difference between current study and other studies 

is the treatment method on understanding of rate of reaction concepts. There were no 

studies that compare the effect of conceptual change texts oriented instruction 

accompanied with analogies over traditionally designed chemistry instruction related 

with rate of reaction concepts. Also, multiple choice test was developed to identify 

students’ misconceptions about the rate of reaction concepts. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

 

PROBLEMS AND HYPOTHESIS 
 

 

In this part, the main problems, sub-problems and hypotheses will be 

presented.  

 

3.1 The Main Problems and the Sub-Problems 
 
 

3.1.1. The Main Problem 
 

The main aim of this study is to examine the effectiveness of conceptual 

change texts oriented instruction accompanied with analogies over traditionally 

designed chemistry instruction on 10th grade students’ understanding of rate of 

reaction concepts and attitudes towards chemistry as a school subject. 

 

3.1.2 The Sub – Problems  
 

1. Is there a significant difference between the effects of traditionally designed 

chemistry instruction (TDCI) and conceptual change texts oriented instruction 

accompanied with analogies (CCTIA)  on students’ understanding of rate of reaction 

concepts when the effect of students’ science process skills are controlled as a 

covariate ? 

 

2. Is there a significant difference between the girls and boys with respect to their 

understanding of rate of reaction concepts when the effects of students’ science 

process skills are controlled as a covariate? 
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3. Is there a significant effect of interaction between gender and treatment on 

students’ understanding of rate of reaction concepts when the effect of students’ 

science process skills are controlled as a covariate? 

 

4. What is the effect of students’ science process skills on their understanding of rate 

of reaction concepts? 

 

5. Is there a significant difference between the effects of TDCI and CCTIA on 

students’ a ttitudes toward chemistry as a school subject? 

 

6. Is there a significant difference between girls and boys with respect to their 

attitudes toward chemistry as a school subject? 

 

7. Is there a significant effect of interaction between treatment and gender difference 

on students’ attitudes toward chemistry as a school subject?  

 

 
3.2 Hypotheses 
 

In this study, the following hypotheses were developed related with problems 

to find solution. All hypotheses were stated in null form at a significant level of 0.05. 

 

Ho1: There is no significant difference between post-test mean scores of the students 

taught with TDCI and those taught with CCTIA with respect to their understanding 

of rate of reaction concepts when the students’ science process skills are controlled.  

 

Ho2: There is no significant difference between post-test mean scores of girls and 

boys with respect to their understanding of rate of reaction concepts when the 

students’ science process skills are controlled.  
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Ho3: There is no significant effect of interaction between gender and treatment on 

students’ understanding of rate of reaction  concepts  when  the effect of students’ 

science process skills is controlled. 

 

Ho4: There is no significant contribution of students’ science process skills to the 

variation on their understanding of rate of reaction concepts. 

 

Ho5: There is no significant difference between post-test mean scores of the students 

taught with TDCI and those taught with CCTIA with respect to attitudes toward 

chemistry as a school subject. 

 

Ho6: There is no significant difference between boys and girls with respect to their 

attitudes toward chemistry as a school subject. 

 

Ho7: There is no significant effect of interaction between treatment and gender 

difference on students’ attitudes toward ch emistry as a school subject. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

 

DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
 

 

4.1 The Experimental Design 
 

In this study, Non-Equivalent Pretest-Posttest Control Group Design was 

used to evaluate students’ development.  

 

Table 4.1 Research Design of the Study 

 
Groups Pre-test Treatment Post-test 

EG RRCT,ASTC,SPST CCTIA RRCT, ASTC 

CG RRCT,ASTC,SPST TDCI RRCT, ASTC 

 
 
 
 In this table, EG represent the experimental group and CG is the control 

group. In this study, experimental group was instructed by conceptual change texts 

oriented instruction accompanied with analogies and control group was instructed 

with traditionally designed chemistry instruction. RRCT was the rate of reaction 

concepts test. ASTC was the attitude toward chemistry as a school subject. SPST was 

the science process skills test. CCTIA was the conceptual change texts oriented 

instruction accompanied with analogies and TDCI was the traditionally designed 

chemistry instruction. 

 

RRCT, ASTC, SPST were given both groups before treatment as a pretest to 

investigate the effect of treatment on dependent variables and also to control 

students’ understanding of rate of reaction concepts, attitudes towards chemistry and 

science process skills. RRCT,  ASTC  were administered to both groups at the end of  
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the treatment to examine the effect of treatment. 

 

4.2 Subjects of the Study 
 

In this study 56 10th grade students from the Atatürk Anatolian High School 

which was instructed by same chemistry teacher took part. This study was carried out 

during 2003-2004 spring semester. 

 

In this study, two instructional methods were used and these methods were 

randomly assigned to each group. Experimental group was instructed with CCTIA 

while control group received TDCI. Both experimental group and control group was 

composed of 28 students. 

 

4.3 Variables 
 

In this study, there were two variables; independent and dependent variables. 

 

4.3.1 Independent Variables 
 

Treatment (CCTIA and TDCI), science process skills scores measured by 

SPST and genders are the independent variables in this study. 

 

4.3.2. Dependent Variables 
 

Students’ understanding related with the rate of reaction concepts evaluated 

by RRCT and students’ attitudes toward chemistry as a school subject evaluated by 

ASTC were the dependent variables in this study.(see table 4.2) 
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Table 4.2. Types of Variables 

 
Variables Type 

RRCT Scores Dependent 

ASTC Scores Dependent 

Treatment (CCTIA and TDCI) Independent 

SPST Scores Independent 

Gender Independent 

 

 
 
4.4. Instruments 
 

4.4.1 Rate of Reaction Concepts Test (RRCT)  
 

Rate of reaction concepts test was developed by the researcher to measure the 

students’ understanding of rate of reaction concepts. This test was composed of 24 

multiple choice questions. There were four alternatives for each of the questions and 

distractors reflect the misconceptions. Rate of reaction concepts test was composed 

of concepts stated below to evaluate students’ misconceptions and their conceptual 

misunderstandings. 

 

1. Rate of reaction and its measurement 

2. Collision theory 

3. Activation Energy 

4. Factors affecting reaction rate 

  i.Effect of concentration 

 ii.Effect of temperature 

          iii.Effect of catalyst 

          iv.Effect of surface area 

5. Reaction mechanism, rate law, order of reaction 
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In Atatürk Anatolian high school, English is used as an educational language. 

So, English version of the rate of reaction concepts test was prepared. In the test, 

students’ misunderstanding caused by complex vocabulary was diminished by using 

simple vocabulary. Test was composed of qualitative questions in which students 

make prediction about the phenomena and wrong responses reflect the students’ 

misconceptions related with reaction rate concepts. 

 

In construction period of the test, content of the rate of reaction concepts was 

examined and then instructional objectives were stated (See Appendix A). Students’ 

misconceptions searched in the internet resources and also chemistry literature. Items 

of the test were prepared according to students’ misconceptions and the instructiona l 

objectives. 

 

Table 4.3. A classification of students’ misconceptions  

 
Misconceptions RRCAT  

Item 

I. Reaction rate and  its measurement 

a. All chemical reactions are instantaneous or at least extremely 

fast.  

b. Rate of reaction means the same as the extent of reaction. 

 

21B* 

 

12A,21C 

 

II.Collision Theory 

a. All molecular collisions lead to a chemical reaction. 

 

1A,5A 

III. Activation Energy 

a. Activation energy does not affect the rate of reaction. 

b.Activation energy is the highest point in number of molecules 

& kinetic energy graph. 

 

13 D 

13 B 

 

  * Alternative B of item 21 in RRCT 
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Table 4.3.continued 
 

IV. Factors affecting reaction rate 

a. One can increase the rate of reaction by vigorous stirring, 

which results in more energetic collisions. 

b.The rate of reaction is constant throughout the reaction 

 

9B 

 

14B,21D 

i. Effect of Concentration 

a. Increasing the concentration of reactant always increases the 

rate of reaction. 

 

10C 

ii.Effect of Temperature 

a. In exothermic reactions, reaction rate decrease when 

temperature increases. 

b. A faster rate of reaction means that more products are 

produced. 

 

6A,15C 

 

3B,19B,23

A 

iii.Effect of Surface Area 

a. To increase the rate of any reaction, you can increase the 

surface area of the reactants. 

 

4A,B,D, 

10A 

iv. Effect of Catalyst 

a. When catalyst is added to a reaction, only pathway with lower 

activation energy is available. 

b. A catalyst is a species that increase the rate of reaction but 

does not change or participate in the reaction. 

c. A catalyst produces higher yield of product. 

d. Catalyst cannot decrease the reaction rate. 

e. Catalyst is needed to initiate reaction. 

 

20B,22B 

 

11A,20A 

 

19A,20C 

11C 

22D 

V.Reaction Mechanism, Rate laws and Order of reaction 

a. Students may have difficulty with the concept of slowest step 

determines the rate of reaction. 

 

16A 
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Table 4.3.continued 

 
 

b. The exponents in the rate laws are the coefficient in the 

balanced equation for the reaction. 

c. Students confuse reaction intermediate and catalyst in 

reaction mechanism. 

d. The mechanism of a reaction can be deduced from the overall 

balanced chemical equation 

e. Fast step determines the rate in reaction mechanism. 

 

 

7B 

 

16B 

 

12B,17A 

 

7A 

 
 
 

To examine content validity and appropriateness, the items were          

evaluated by chemistry teachers and chemistry education expert. In addition, 

reliability of the test was found 0.64 after making reliability analysis. 

  

 Rate of reaction concepts test was administered before instruction as a pre-

test to evaluate students’ prior knowl edge about the rate of reaction concepts. And it 

was also applied as a post-test to evaluate the effects of treatment on students’ 

understanding of rate of reaction concepts. (See Appendix B) 

 

 4.4.2. Attitude Scale Toward Chemistry (ASTC) 
 

 This scale dev ¹nº[»U¼�¹n½¿¾�À�Á1¹�¾�Â�ÃÄÂYÃ�½�Å"Æ±Çu¹�¼SÈ�Ã�ÂYÆ�Én»oÃ�ÊwË[ÊfÇ�¹M½Ä»�ÌdÍ�ÎÄË,Çp¹�ÏkÊ�Ë�Ã�ÂA¼�»�Ë+ÃUÇ
likert scale (fully agree, agree, undecided, partially agree, fully disagree) in Turkish 

(Geban et al., 1994). In this study this scale was applied as a pre-test and post-test to 

evaluate students’ attitude. Reliability of the scale was found 0.83. (See Appendix E)  
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 4.4.3. Science Process Skills Test (SPST) 
 

 Science process skills test originally developed by Okey, Wise and Burns 

(1982) and translated and adjusted into Turkish by Geban, Ð�ÑfÒ�Ó�ÔfÕAÖØ×YÒ�ÓYÙ7Ú¨ÛPÜ�Ü¦ÛwÝ
contains 36 multiple choice questions. Each question contains four alternatives. This 

test was administered to both groups, experimental and control, at the beginning of 

the study. The reliability of the test was found 0.85. Science process skills test 

measures different objectives. These objectives are; identifying variables, identifying 

and stating hypothesis, operationally defining, designing investigation and graphing 

and interpreting data (See Appendix D). 

 

  
 4.5. Treatment (CCTAI vs. TDCI) 
 

 This research was carried about four weeks during the 2003-2004 spring 

semesters. 56 tenth grade students in two classes taught by the same chemistry 

teacher were participated in the study. 

  

 Two different instructional methods were applied to two groups, experimental 

and control. Experimental group was instructed by conceptual change texts oriented 

instruction accompanied with analogies and the control group received traditionally 

designed chemistry instruction. RRCT, ASTC and SPST were applied as  pretests to 

both groups at the beginning of the research to determine whether these two groups 

were equivalent in those parameters. 

 

 Chemistry classroom instruction was three 45 minute period per week. And 

during the study rate of reaction concepts was covered as a regular chemistry 

classroom instruction. During the study each class received the same amount of 

teaching time. Students were engaged same materials and assignments except for 

conceptual change texts and analogies. Equal opportunities were supplied to students 

in each group to perform activities. 
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 In traditionally designed chemistry instruction, lecture method was used by 

teacher. Teaching methods was mainly based on teacher explanation and textbooks. 

So, students’ misconceptions were not considered. Teacher presented topic on the 

blackboard by giving definition of the concepts. And also during instruction, 

quantitative problems related with rate of reaction concepts were solved by teacher to 

teach concepts. Students’ involvement to lecture  was limited during instruction. 

Questioning method was also used by teacher.  

 

 In conceptual change texts oriented instruction accompanied with analogies, 

conceptual change text was given students in experimental group during class hours. 

Before treatment, teacher was trained about conceptual change texts and their usage. 

Conceptual change texts were prepared by the researcher in the light of the 

information gained by literature review and internet resources. Conceptual change 

texts were designed to address students’ misconceptions about the rate of reaction 

concepts. Conceptual change texts presented the information that illustrated 

inconsistencies between common misconceptions about the rate of reaction concepts 

and scientific knowledge. Conceptual change texts also included examples, figures to 

activate students’ misconceptions about the rate of reaction concepts. And also 

scientifically correct explanations which were plausible and intelligible were 

presented in the texts. 

  

 Conceptual change text was composed of five main parts. 

 

1. Rate of reaction and its measurement 

2. Collision theory 

3. Activation Energy 

4. Factors affecting reaction rate 

     i.Effect of concentration 

    ii.Effect of temperature 

    iii.Effect of catalyst 
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    iv.Effect of surface area 

5. Reaction mechanism, rate law, order of reaction 

  

 In conceptual change texts, students misconceptions in rate of reaction 

identified and correct scientific explanation of the phenomena presented with 

example and also analogies.(See Appendix C) Some of the concepts that students 

held misconceptions and confronted with difficulties were taught with analogies by 

presenting in conceptual change texts. In this way, students were expected to 

dissatisfy with their current conceptions. During construction of analogies, analog 

and target concepts about the rate of reaction concepts were carefully examined. And 

then analogies were produced in the light of the target concepts. Some analogies 

were taken directly by internet resources and adapted into the rate of reaction 

concepts. Before study, teacher was instructed about the usage of analogies and also 

their limitations. 

 

 During the study, researcher met with teacher to follow that she was carrying 

treatment both groups appropriately. Researcher contacted with teacher in many 

times, to answer the questions and solve the problems that teacher faced during the 

study. Also, experimental and control group class were visited randomly during the 

treatment to confirm that the rate of reaction topics were covered perfectly. 

 

 Each part of conceptual change texts were given to students to read in 2 or 3 

days before the regular chemistry class hours. When the rate of reaction concept was 

covered in class, students were directed to read the text by the teacher. Texts 

presented the proof that why students’ intuitive ideas was incorrect and also gave the 

scientifically correct explanation of the phenomena. After reading the texts, teacher 

asked to students if there were any points in the texts that contradict with their ideas. 

Teacher also asked to students about their opinion related with the explanation which 

was presented in the texts. In each part of the rate of reaction concepts, conceptual 

change texts were provided for students. And after reading text, students and teacher 

discussed  the  conceptual  change  texts.  In  addition,   teacher  revealed   students’  
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 misconceptions by asking questions and explaining correct scientific explanation of 

the phenomena. 

 
 
 4.6 Analysis of Data 
 

 ANCOVA statistical method was used to compare the effectiveness of 

instructional methods and also gender differences on students’ understanding of rate 

of reaction concepts while effect of students’ science process skills were controlled 

as a covariate. ANCOVA was also used to determine the contribution of science 

process skills on students’ understanding of rate of reaction concepts. To examine the 

difference of post-test mean scores of both groups, CCTIA and TDCI, with respect to 

attitudes toward chemistry as a school subject, ANOVA statistical method was used. 

ANOVA statistical method was also used to investigate effect of gender differences 

on students’ attitude toward chemistry as a school subject.  

 

 4.7. Assumptions and Limitations 
  

 4.7.1. Assumptions 
  

 1) Experimental and control group students did not interact during treatment. 

  

 2. Students in both groups were sincere and accurate in answering questions 

in the instruments used in the study. 

 

 3. Teacher was not biased during study. 

 

 4. Besides conceptual change text, other methods that modify the post-test 

results of the students were not used in the experimental group. 
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4.7.2 Limitations 
 

1. The study was limited to rate of reaction concepts. 

 
2. The subjects of the study were limited to 56 tenth grade students from 

Atatürk Anatolian high school. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 
 

 

 In this chapter, the results of the hypotheses were presented. To test the 

hypotheses ANCOVA and ANOVA models were used at a significant level of          

0, 05. Statistical analyses were carried out by using the SPSS/PC (Statistical Package 

for social sciences for personal computers.) 

 

 5.1 Results 
 

 In order to identify students’ previous knowledge about the rate of reaction 

concepts, prior attitudes toward chemistry as a school subject and their science 

process skills, RRCT, ASTC and SPST were administered before treatment as  

pretests. 

 

 The results of the analysis showed that there was no significant difference 

between CCTIA and TDCI group in terms of rate of reaction concepts achievement   

( t = 0,48 , p > 0,05)  ;  attitudes toward science as a school subject  ( t = 1,18  ,            

p > 0,05 ) ; and science process skill  (t =  1,58  , p > 0,05).  

 

 Hypothesis 1: 
 

 Analysis of covariance was used to test questions stated by hypothesis 1 that 

there is no significant difference between post-test mean scores of the students taught 

with TDCI and those taught with CCTIA with respect to their understanding of rate 

of reaction concept when the students’ scienc e process skills are controlled. The 

results of the analysis were presented in table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 ANCOVA Summary (Achievement) 

Source                     df            SS                MS                F                         P 

Covariate  

(Science Process      1         34,897              34,897             6,571             0,013  

Skills) 

Treatment                 1       196,279            196,279           36,862             0,000   

Gender                      1           0,700                0,700             0,132             0,718      

Gender*Treatment    1           0,529                0,529             0,099             0,754  

Error                        51       271,558                5,325                  

 
 
 
 
 The result of the analysis showed that there was a significant difference 

between post-test mean scores of the students taught with TDCI and those taught 

with CCTIA with respect to their understanding of rate of reaction concepts. The 

score of the CCTIA group is significantly higher than the TDCI group. (X(CCTIA) = 

20.61, X (TDCI) = 17.00 ) Figure 5.1 showed proportions of the correct responses to 

the questions in the post-test. 
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    Figure 5.1.Comparison between post-test scores of CCTAI and TDCI 
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It can be seen from the figure that there is a difference in response to RRCT items 

between CCTIA group students and TDCI group students. Lower proportion of 

students in TDCI group answered correctly question 7,11,17,14. In question 7, rate 

equation (rate law) of the reaction was asked to students. Common misconception 

among the students related with the rate of reaction is that rate equation is written 

according to fast step or net reaction equation.  % 32 of students in the TDCI group 

did correctly question 7, while % 75 of students in CCTIA group answered this 

question correctly. This result showed that higher proportion of the students in the 

TDCI group still has misconception about writing of rate equation (law). Many 

students confuse the function of the catalyst. Alternative conception held by students 

was that catalyst does not participate in to reaction and catalyst only affects reaction 

by increasing rate. Question 11 was related catalyst. After treatment, % 50 of the 

students in TDCI group answered correctly question 1, while % 67.9 of the students 

in CCTIA group did it correctly. Most of the students confuse reaction intermediate 

and catalyst in the reaction mechanism. Question 16 was asked students to examine 

this fact. Proportion of the students’ correct response in qu estion 16 in TDCI group 

was %64.3, while in CCTIA group it was %89.3. Question 1 and 5 were related to 

collision theory. For both questions, correct response rate was higher in CCTIA 

group students then the TDCI group students. Question 4 was asked students to 

inspect their ideas about the surface area effect on rate of reaction. Common 

misconception held by students that to increase the rate of any reaction, you can 

increase the surface area of the reactants. After treatment, almost equal proportion of 

the students in both group answered correctly question 4. Question 6 and 15 were 

related with the effect of temperature on rate of reaction. Both groups showed 

improvement after treatment. But correct response rate is higher in CCTIA group 

then the TDCI group. After treatment the average correct response percent was %71 

for TDCI group and %86 for CCTIA group. So, we can conclude that students in 

CCTIA group understood rate of reaction concept better than the TDCI group 

students. 
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        Figure 5.2. Comparison between pre-test and post-test scores of students in    

        CCTIA group. 

 
 
 
  The average correct response percent was %45 before treatment, and after 

treatment this percent raised to %86. Students made a greater improvement in 

questions 1, 7,11,12,14,20,22,23. For example, in question 20, %75 of the students 

held misconception about the properties of catalyst. But after treatment only %7.1 of 

the students held this misconception. 
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     Figure 5.3. Comparison between pre-test and post-test scores of students in TDCI  

     group. 

 
 
 
 In TDCI group, average correct response percent was %43 before treatment, 

and after treatment this percent raised to %71. The difference between pretest and 

posttest scores was greater in CCTIA than the TDCI group. This result showed that 

TDCI group showed progress but not as much as CCTIA group. Students in TDCI 

group made greater improvement in question 1,5,13. But treatment made a negative 

effect for questions 1,5,13. The number of students’ misconceptio n increased in 

question 1, 5 which were related to collision theory. This result showed that 

instruction sometimes may generate misconceptions. Treatment made a little 

difference in questions 2, 3, 7,16,17,24. For example, question 7 was related to 

writing of rate equation or rate law. And after treatment % 68 of the TDCI group 

students held misconception that the fast step determines the rate law or rate law is 

written according to net reaction equation. 

  

 In the light of the result, we may say that students in CCTIA group 

understood rate of reaction concepts better than the students in TDCI group. 
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 Hypotheses 2: 
 

 To test the hypotheses in which there is no significant difference between 

post-test mean scores of girls and boys with respect to their understanding of rate of 

reaction concepts, ANCOVA was used by controlling the effect of students’ science 

process skills. The result of the analysis showed that there was no significant 

difference between the performance of boys and girls with respect to their 

understanding of rate of reaction concepts. (F = 0,132, p = 0,718) Boys and girls 

were equivalent in terms of their understanding of rate of reaction concepts 

  

 Hypotheses 3: 
 

 To answer the question posed by hypotheses 3 in which there is no significant 

effect of interaction between gender and treatment on students’ understanding of rate 

of reaction concept, ANCOVA was used by controlling the effect of students’ 

science process skills. The results showed that there was no significant effect of 

interaction between gender and treatment on students’ understanding of rate of 

reaction concepts. (F = 0,099 p = 0,754) 

  

 Hypotheses 4: 
 

 Analysis of covariance was used to test question stated by hypotheses 4 there 

is no significant contribution of students’ scien ce process skills to the variation on 

their understanding of rate of reaction concept. Results showed that science process 

skills made a significant contribution to the variation on students’ understanding of 

rate of reaction concepts (F = 6,571, p = 0,013). 

   

 Hypotheses 5: 
 

 ANOVA was used to test question stated by hypotheses 2 that there is no 

significant difference between post-test mean scores of the students taught with 

TDCI and  those taught with  CCTIA with respect to attitudes  toward  chemistry as a  
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school subject. The result of the analysis was given in table 5.2. 

 

Table 5.2. ANOVA Summary (Attitude) 

 
 Source                             df              SS                MS                F                 P 

Gender                              1             92,192          92,192         0,858          0,359 

Treatment                         1           481,906         481,906         4,483         0,039 

Gender*Treatment           1             22,478           22,478         0,209         0,649 

Error                               52         5590,044         107,501 

 
 

 
The result of the analysis showed that there was a significant difference between 

post-test mean scores of the students taught with TDCI and those taught with CCTIA 

with respect to attitudes toward chemistry as a school subject. CCTIA group showed 

more positive attitudes than TDCI group after treatment. (X(CCTIA) = 57.43 ,   

X(TDCI) =  50.93) 

 

 Hypotheses 6: 
 

 ANOVA was used to test the hypotheses 6 in which there is no significant 

difference between boys and girls with respect to their attitudes toward chemistry as 

a school subject. Result of the analysis showed that there was no significant 

difference between boys and girls with respect to their attitudes toward chemistry as 

a school subject (F = 0,858 , p = 0,359).  In both groups, boys and girls were equal 

after treatment with respect to their attitude toward chemistry as a school subject. 

  

 Hypotheses 7: 
  

 To answer question posed by hypotheses 7 in which there is no significant 

effect of interaction between treatment and gender difference on students’ attitudes 

toward  chemistry  as a  school  subject,  ANOVA  was  used.  Result  of the analysis  
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showed that there was no significant effect of interaction between treatment and 

gender difference on students’ attitudes toward chemistry as a school subject. (F = 

0,209  , p = 0,649) 

 

5.2. Conclusions 
 

The following conclusion can be derived from the results: 

 

1. The CCTIA caused significantly better acquisitions of scientific conceptions 

related to rate of reaction concept and elimination of alternative conceptions than 

TDCI. 

 

2. The CCTIA produced significantly higher positive attitudes toward chemistry as a 

school subject than TDCI. 

 

3. Both CCTIA and TDCI groups improved their understanding. So, it can be drawn 

that the growth in understanding of rate of reaction concepts is statistically 

significant, but the growth was higher in CCTIA group. 

 

4. Students’ science process skills were a strong predictor for the understanding o f 

rate of reaction concepts. 

 

5. Boys and girls were equivalent in terms of their understanding of rate of reaction 

concepts. 

 

6. There was no significant effect of interaction between gender and treatment in 

students’ achievement related to rate of reacti on concepts 

 

7. In both groups, boys and girls were equal after treatment with respect to their 

attitude toward chemistry as a school subject. 
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8. There was no significant effect of interaction between treatment and gender 

difference on students’ attitude s toward chemistry as a school subject. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

 

DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 

 In this chapter result of the analysis presented in previous chapter will be 

discussed and also implications and recommendation for further research will be 

presented. 

 

 6.1 Discussion  
 

 The main purpose of this study was to compare effectiveness of the 

conceptual change texts oriented instruction accompanied with analogies and 

traditionally designed chemistry instruction on 10th grade students’ understanding of 

rate of reaction concepts. Students’ misconception in rate of reaction concepts was 

also investigated. 

 

 As mentioned earlier, rate of reaction concepts test was administered to both 

groups before treatment as a pretest. Pretest result indicated that there was no 

significant differences between the pretest mean scores of two groups. Therefore, it 

can be said that both groups were equivalent with respect to their understanding of 

rate of reaction concepts before treatment. After treatment, same test was given to all 

students in both groups to examine the effects of two different instructional methods 

on understanding of rate of reaction concepts. RRCT post-test result showed that 

students in the CCTIA group got higher scores than the students in TDCI group. In 

the light of the result of the analysis, it may be concluded that conceptual change 

texts oriented instruction accompanied with analogies was more effective in 

elimination of misconceptions and better acquisition of scientific conceptions than 

traditionally designed chemistry instruction. If the results of RRCT post-test scores 

were compared, average  correct response of  CCTIA group was  % 86 and the TDCI  
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group was %71.The differences in RRCT post-test scores may be result of the 

treatment. This findings is supported by findings of Beeth (1997), Andre and 

Chamber (1997), Hynd  et al.(1994), that conceptual change instruction was more 

effective method when compared to other instructional methods. There may be some 

reasons why experimental group students got higher scores than the control group. 

Students in the experimental group were engaged conceptual change texts which 

helped students to think about their prior knowledge and also these texts emphasized 

the students’  misconceptions about the rate of reaction concepts. But in control 

group, students were instructed with traditional texts and teacher explanations. And 

traditional texts did not consider students’ misconceptions. So, while students in 

experimental group became dissatisfied with their existing conceptions and thought 

about their prior knowledge and willing to accept scientifically correct explanation of 

the phenomena, students in the control group showed a little improvement about 

clarifying misconceptions related with rate of reaction concepts. 

 

 When conducting study, CCTIA group was instructed with conceptual change 

text oriented instruction accompanied with analogies. In this study, conceptual 

change texts were prepared to indicate the differences between students’ intuitive 

ideas and correct scientific knowledge. Rate of reaction conceptual change texts 

created conceptual conflict by explaining why students’ intuitive ideas were incorrect 

and also scientifically correct explanation of the phenomena was presented in the 

texts. These texts activated students’ misconception and provided opportunity for 

students to revise and reconstruct their ideas about the scientific phenomena by 

refuting the alternative conceptions. Conceptual change texts were also powered with 

analogies. Because of the abstract nature of the science concepts, most of the 

students cannot relate their previous knowledge to new knowledge during 

instruction. Analogies provide special learning environment by presenting target 

concepts with the help of the analogs that are known. During treatment, students in 

CCTIA group actively participated into the instruction and there was a strong 

interaction between teacher and students. After students read the texts, students 

discussed  their  ideas  about  the rate  of  reaction   concepts  with  teacher.  And  the  
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students were willing to enrolled these discussion sessions. Therefore, discussion of 

the rate of reaction concepts could facilitate conceptual understanding of the 

students. In that way, students that were dissatisfied with the existing knowledge 

became persuaded to accept scientifically correct explanation of the phenomena. 

When conceptual change texts were used as a teaching strategy it is important to give 

enough time for students to think about their prior conceptions. Teacher also 

provided feedback to students while students were engaged with conceptual change 

text by stating common students’ misconception about the rate of reaction concepts. 

However, in traditionally designed chemistry instruction, students’ prior knowledge 

was not taken into account and rate of reaction concepts was presented by using 

traditional chemistry text and also algorithmic problems was solved by teacher 

during instruction. Students’ participation was limited dur ing instruction. In other 

words, they were passive listeners during study. This may be the one reason why 

students in the TDCI group got poor result in RRCT. Consequently, Students’ 

conceptual understanding was weaker in TDCI group than the CCTIA group 

students. RRCT was composed of qualitative questions which required conceptual 

understanding of the phenomena. Items in the RRCT were prepared for students to 

make prediction about the natural phenomena. But traditionally designed chemistry 

instruction did not make any contribution to students’ conceptual understanding.  

 

 Science process skills test was administered to both groups of students to 

examine its effect on their understanding of rate of reaction concepts. The result of 

the analysis indicated that science process skills accounted for significant portions of 

variation on understanding of rate of reaction concepts. In order to solve abstract and 

complex chemistry problems, students should be able to use suitable conceptual 

framework. Conceptual qualitative problems in science and especially chemistry 

require students to identify variables, state hypothesis, define operation, design 

investigation, graph and interpret data. In the light of the result, it may be concluded 

that science process skills is a significant predictor of the chemistry achievement. 

There was a  significant  relationship  between  science  process  skills  and  students’  
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understanding of the rate of reaction concepts. This finding was supported by 

literature. ( Sungur et al,2001;  Preece and Brothertan,1997) 

 

 As stated before, attitude toward chemistry as a school subject was applied to 

all students in both groups before treatment as a pretest. ASTC pretest result showed 

that there was no significant difference between the mean scores of CCTIA group 

and TDCI group in terms of attitude toward chemistry as a school subject. After 

treatment, ASTC was administered to both groups as a post-test. And ASTC post-test 

result indicated that there was a significant difference between the post-test mean 

scored of CCTIA group and TDCI group. In other words, experimental group have 

shown more positive attitude after treatment. One of the reasons may be the status of 

the students in the treatment. Students in the CCTIA group were active in the lesson. 

They participated into instructional process and follow their learning by discussing 

teacher whether their ideas or beliefs correct or not. Whereas, TDCI group students 

were the passive listeners. There was a limited interaction between teacher and 

students. Another reason may be the usage of interesting analogies. Analogies are 

helpful to teach abstract and complex science concepts that students often face 

difficulties. With the help of the analogies, students in CCTIA group understood 

abstract rate of reaction concepts better. These were the some reason why students in 

CCTIA changed their attitude positively. 

 

 The result of the analysis indicated that there was no significant difference 

between girl and boys with respect to their understanding of rate of reaction 

concepts. Reason of this result may be that girl and boys in both groups engaged 

same teaching material and all the condition was the same for girls and boys.  

 

 This study was led to determination and identification of students’ 

misconceptions about the rate of reaction concepts. The results of the study provided 

further proof about the literature related with students’ misconceptions in chemistry.  
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In summary, this study showed that conceptual change texts oriented 

instruction accompanied with analogies led to better understanding of rate of reaction 

concepts, and also better in elimination of students’ misconceptions than the 

traditional chemistry instruction through cognitive disequilibrium. This research also 

indicated that conceptual change texts and discussion about the texts address the 

students’ misconceptions. Conceptual change texts oriented instruction accompanied 

with analogies provides alternative strategy to clarify students’ misconceptions in 

chemistry concepts. 

 

6.2 Implications 
 

 The findings of the study have the following implications. 

 

1. Most of the students have misconceptions about the rate of reaction. Especially, 

students held many misconceptions about the factors that affect the reaction rate. So, 

teachers identify and examine these misconceptions and take them into consideration 

before regular chemistry instruction. 

 

2. Conceptual change texts can cause better understanding of the scientific 

phenomena. 

 

3. Traditionally designed chemistry instruction is not enough in elimination of  

students’ misconceptions.  

 

4. Students’ misconceptions or alternative conceptions can form a barrier for 

scientific understanding of the concept. Therefore, teacher must realize students’ 

misconceptions. 

 

5. Teacher must be informed about the usage of conceptual change texts and also 

encouraged to use the conceptual change texts in instructional activities. 
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6. Conceptual change text should produce disequilibrium in which students to 

reconstruct or revise their previous knowledge for further learning. 

 

7. Teacher should ask questions that evolve students’ misconceptions in instruction 

and also in examination. 

 

8. Teacher should recognize that traditional instruction will not lead to substantial 

conceptual change. 

 

9. Teacher should pay attention on the use of textbooks and languages in instruction. 

 

10. Science process skill is a strong determinant for chemistry achievement. So, 

teacher should develop alternative instructional strategies to improve students’ 

science process skills. 

 

11. Teacher should provide opportunity for students to think about their intuitive 

ideas. 

 

10. Teacher should use alternative teaching methods to attract students’ interest and 

also eliminate students’ misconceptions.  

 

6.3. Recommendations 
 

 On the basis of findings from this study, the researcher recommends that 

 

1. Similar studies may be conducted for different grade levels, and different courses. 

 

2. In this study, sample is small. To obtain more accurate result, sample size should 

be increased for further research. 

 

3. For further research,  conceptual  change  text  instruction  may  be compared with  
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other instructional strategies such as computer assisted instruction, demonstration. 

 

4. For further research, different chemistry subject may be selected to examine the 

effect of conceptual change text. 

 

5. Further research, students’ attitude toward effect of conceptual change text may be 

investigated. 

 

6. Further research may be done to examine the effect of conceptual change text on 

the students’ logical thinkin g ability. 
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APPENDIX A 

 
 

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES 

 

1. To understand the rate of reaction concepts 

 

2. To define reaction rate. 

 

3. To discriminate the condition for successful collision. 

 

4. To understand the collision theory. 

 

5. To define the activation energies. 

 

6. To find rate law for given reaction mechanism. 

 

7. To find order of reaction. 

 

8. To know the factors that affect the reaction rate. 

 

9. To comprehend the effect of concentration on rate of reaction. 

 

10. To comprehend the effect of temperature on rate of reaction 

 

11. To understand the effect of surface area on rate of reaction 

 

12. To know the function of catalyst. 

 

13. To understand the reactions that have mechanism. 
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14. To discriminate the step that determines the reaction rate. 

 

15. To discriminate reaction intermediate and catalyst in a given reaction mechanism. 
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APPENDIX B 
 

 

RATE OF REACTION CONCEPTS TEST 
 

 

This test was designed to measure and evaluate your learning of rate of 

reaction in chemistry course. It consists of 24 multiple choice questions. 

 

1. Related with collision theory which one of the following statements is correct? 

 a) All molecular collisions lead to chemical reaction. 

 b) Collision theory is valid only in gas phase’s collisions.  

 c) Rate of reaction is equal to number of collisions per unit time. 
*d) Some of the collisions which have higher energy than certain level lead to 

chemical reactions. 

 

2) 2X (g) + Y (g) -------> 2Z (g)   reaction is given. Rate equation of this reaction is 

equal to rate = k[X] 2 .According to this 

I. Reaction occurs in more than one step 

II.Reaction is a second order  

III.If Y gases added, rate of reaction increases.  Which one(s) of the above statements 

is (are) correct? 

  a) Only I    b) Only II     *c) I, II    d) I, II, III 
 

3.  A (g) + 2B (g) ----------> 2C (g) + 3D (g) reaction is given. During this reaction, 

the reaction vessel is heated. According to this, which one of the following 

statement(s) is (are) correct? 

I. Reaction rate increases 

II. Heat of reaction increases 

III.Amount of product increases 
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*a) Only I     b) Only III    c) I, II d) I, II, III 

 

4. Which one of the following reaction rate cannot be increased by increasing the 

surface area? 

 a) Fe2O3(s) + 3CO(g)  --------->  2Fe(s)  + 3CO2(g) 
*b) N2(g) + 3H2(g)       ----------> 2NH3(g) 

 c) SO2(g)+ H2O(l)      ---------->  H+(aq) + HSO3
- (aq) 

 d) SiO2(l)+CaO(s)      ---------->  CaSiO3(l) 

 

5.  I.  CH3CHO(g)  ----------> CH4(g) + CO(g)                 Ea1 

     II.  H2(g) + I2(g)  ----------> 2 HI (g)                             Ea2 

It is known that second reaction occurs faster than the first reaction (All conditions 

are the same for both reactions). According to this, which one(s) of the following 

statements is (are) correct? 

I. In second reaction, all molecular collision resulted with reaction. 

II.Activation energy of a first reaction (Ea1) is greater than the activation energy of 

the second reaction (Ea2). 

III.Rate of second reaction is greater than the first reaction. 

a) Only I   b) I, II     *c) II, III       d) I, II, III 

 

6) Which one of the following statements is correct related with the effect of 

temperature on reaction rate? 

 a) Rate of exothermic reactions decreases when temperature increases. 

 b) Temperature increases the reaction rate by lowering the activation energy. 

 c) Temperature increases the reaction rate by giving heat. 
*d) Temperature increases the reaction rate by increasing the kinetic energy of the 

molecules. 

 

7. 2XY2 (g)  +  Z2(g) ----------> 2XY2Z(g)  reaction occurs in two steps. If fast step of 

this reaction is XY2(g)  +  Z(g) ----------> XY2Z(g)  what is rate equation (law) of the 

reaction? 
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 a) k[XY2] [ Z] 

 b) k[XY2]2 [Z2] 
*c) k[XY2] [ Z2] 

 d) k[XY2Z][ Z] 

 

8. For endothermic and exothermic reactions which one of the following statements 

is correct? 

 a) All endothermic reactions occur very slowly. 

 b) All exothermic reactions occur rapidly. 

 c) It is very difficult to initiate endothermic reactions. 
*d) Rate of exothermic reactions increase when temperature increases. 

 

9. If we mix reaction vessel, the reaction occurs rapidly. What is the reality behind 

this fact? 

 a) The activation energy decreases 

 b) Average kinetic energy of the molecules increase. 

 c) Molecules are broken. 
*d) Number of fruitful collisions increase. 

 

10.  2A(s) + B (s)  ---------->  3C(s)  +  2D(g)   

     It is known that the reaction above occurs in more than one step. Which one of the 

following changes below increase absolutely the reaction rate? 

I. Increasing the surface area of reactant 

II. Increasing temperature 

III. Increasing the concentration of B liquid. 

a) Only I    *b) only II   c) I,III  d) I,II,III 

 

11.  I. Catalyst doesn’t participate into the reaction  

      II. Catalyst only affects reaction by increasing the rate. 

     III. Catalyst changes the value of activation energy. 
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Which one(s) of the statements above is (are) correct? 

a) Only I    *b) Only III    c) I, II   d) I, II, III  

 

12.  2NO + Cl2 --------> 2NOCl   net reaction is given. It is known that above 

reaction occurs more than one step. According to this which one of the following 

statements s absolutely correct? 

 a) Reaction rate is equal to time that NOCl is formed. 

 b) This information is enough to write reaction mechanism. 

 c) If concentration of Cl2 increases, reaction rate also increases. 
*d) If temperature increases, reaction rate also increases. 

 

13. Which one of the following statements is correct related with the activation 

energy? 

 a) It is a kind of heat energy. 

 b) It is the top point in number of molecules & kinetic energy graph. 
*c) It is a kind of kinetic energy for reactant to form product. 

 d) It doesn’t affect reaction rate.  

 

14. 14) X + Y -------> Z reaction is given. Which one of the following graphs shows 

the changes of reaction rate with time? 

 

a)                            b)                         *c )                                  d) 

Rate 

 

              Time 

 

15. CH4 (g) +2O2 (g) ---------> CO2 (g) + 2H2O   L H < 0    When the reaction is 

going on, temperature is increased. According to this, which one(s) of the following 

statements is (are) correct? 

I. Reaction rate decreases 

II.Kinetic energy of the molecule decreases. 
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III.Amount of product increases. 
*a) Only II    b) I, II   c) I, III    d) I, II, III 

 

16) Mechanism of the reaction which occurs in aqueous phases is given below. 

Ce +4  +  Mn +2   -------->  Ce +3  +  Mn +3          (slow) 

Ce +4  +  Mn +3   -------->  Mn +4 +  Ce +3           (fast) 

Mn +4 +    Tl+          -------->  Tl+3    +  Mn +2          (fast) 

Which one of the following statements is correct? 

 a) Rate equation of the reaction   Rate =  k[Ce +4] [Mn +3] 

 b) Mn +2   is the reaction intermediate and Mn +3   is catalyst. 

 c) If volume of the solution doubled by adding water, reaction rate is halved. 
*d) Net reaction equation is Tl+  + 2 Ce +4      --------> 2Ce +3  +  Tl+3 

 

17) 3A (g) + 2C (g) --------> 3D (g) reaction occurs in two steps. If the fast step is  

A (g) + C (g) +E (g) --------> D (g) + B (g)   which one of the following statements is 

correct? 

 a) Reaction mechanism can be written by looking the net reaction equation. 
*b) If concentration of C is halved, reaction rate is also halved. 

 c) Rate equation is equal to Rate = k[A] 

 d) B is the catalyst of the reaction. 

                                    C         
18. A(g) + B (g)   ---------->  D(g)  +  E(g)     If  C is the catalyst of the reaction. 

What is the function of C in the reaction? 

  

a) Speeding up the molecules 
*b) Decreasing the activation energy 

 c) Facilitating molecules to react 

 d) Increasing the amount of product. 

 

19. When lemon juice reacts with baking powder carbondioxide gases evolve. To 

increase  the  reaction  rate and  also amount  of   CO2  produced   which  one  of   the  
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following process must be made? 

 

 a) Catalyst must be added 

 b) Temperature must be increased 
*c) Concentration of both reactants increased 

 d) The surface area must be increased 

 

                             HBr(aq)   
20) 2H2O2(aq) -------------> 2H2O (s) + O2(g)    In this reaction, HBr is used as a 

catalyst. According to this which one of the following statements is correct? 

 a) HBr doesn’t participate into the reaction.  

 b) Pathway which has higher activation energy disappears. 

 c) Catalytic reaction produces more product than the uncatalytic reactions. 
*d) In catalytic reactions H2O2 is decomposed more rapidly than the uncatalytic 

reactions. 

 

21. Related with reaction rate which one of the following statements is correct? 
*a) Reaction rate is equal to changes of concentration of reactant (or product) per unit 

time. 

 b) All the chemical reactions occur vigorously. 

 c) Reaction rate is equal to time period between reaction starts and ends. 

 d) Reactions go on with their initial rate. 

 

22. Related with catalyst which one of the following statements is correct? 

 a) If catalyst is used, more substances give a reaction. 

 b) If catalyst is used, pathway with a higher activation energy is disappear 
*c) Catalyst does not change the heat of reaction. 

 d) Catalyst is needed to initiate the reaction. 
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23. 

     .          

                 Vessel  1                                                   Vessel 2 

 
 
 
A(k) + 2B(s) -------> 2C(s) + D(g)          This reaction is carried in both vessels and 

vessel 1 is heated during reaction. If amount of substances are the same for both 

vessel, which one of the following statements is correct? 

 a) Balloon in the vessel 1 gets bigger than the vessel 2. 

 b) Balloon in the vessel 2 gets bigger than the vessel 1. 
*c) Balloon in the vessel 1 swells more rapidly than the vessel 2. 

 d) Both balloons in the vessels swell same speed. 

 

24. Related with activated complex which one of the following statements is wrong? 

 a) It is the state of highest potential energy. 
*b) All the molecules in the state of activated complex turn into product. 

 c) It is a necessary energy to move up energy of activated complex. 

 d) Molecules in the state of activated complex are rearranged to form product 

molecules. 
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APPENDIX C 
 

 

A CONCEPTUAL CHANGE TEXT SAMPLE 
 

 

 A common misconception among students is that all chemical reactions are 

extremely fast. Most of the reactions which students see in laboratory and also 

natural environments occur rapidly such as natural gases explosion, burning of coal. 

But all the chemical reactions do not happen rapidly. For example, decomposition of 

hydrogen peroxide and rusting of iron occur slowly. 

 

 Most of the students think that rate of reaction means the same as the extent 

of reaction. But, rate of reaction is described as amount of reactants that give reaction 

per unit time or the amount of product formed per unit time throughout the reaction. 

For the reaction, 

 

2NO2(g) + F2(g)  --------> 2 NO2F(g) 

 

[ ]
t

F
t

FNO
Rate

∆
∆

−=
∆

∆
= 22

2
1

  

 

Students know from the physics lesson that velocity is equal to average distance 

taken per unit time ( 
t
x

∆
∆=ν  ).  
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        X1                    average distance                         X2    
 
 
 
  Figure A1. Reaction rate analogy 
 
 
 
Reaction rate is also like that. Rate is equal to average changes of reactant or the 

product concentration. For example, 

 

 H2(g) + I2(g) ------->  2HI(g) 

 

[ ]
t

H
t

HI
Rate

∆
∆

−=
∆

∆= 2

2
1

 

 

A chemical reaction can be imagined as analogous to an automobile manufacturing 

plant. Raw materials like iron, plastic and glass are the reactants and cars are the 

finished product. To measure the rate of this reaction, you could measure the rate at 

which a product is produced (e.g. #cars/day) or measure the rate at which a single 

reactant is used up (e.g. #tons of iron used up/day). This is the same idea as 

measuring the rate of a chemical reaction. 

 

 Most of the students think that reaction rate is constant throughout the 

reaction. This misinterpretation may be may be caused by invisibility of reactions. 

Most reactions occur at macroscopic levels. So, students cannot see and also cannot 

follow the reactions and also their rates. Concentration is important factor that affect 

the reaction rate. If concentration of reactants is high and also rate of reaction is high. 

But, when reactants concentration decrease, rate of  reaction  also  decrease. In  other 

words,  reaction  rate is not constant throughout the reaction. 
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Another common misconception among students is that all molecular 

collisions lead to chemical reactions. Collisions are necessary condition for reaction 

but it is not sufficient. Just because two molecules collide does not necessarily mean 

that they will react with each other. A successful collision may require that the two 

molecules or species must collide with the correct collision geometry, that is, be 

oriented in just the correct fashion so that certain atoms will encounter each other 

during the collision. It is similar to saying that when putting a piece into a jigsaw 

puzzle, you can't just put it in any way you want .The piece will only fit successfully 

if it is the right side up and is turned with the correct orientation so that the 

projections and indentations match up. That is, it must have the correct "collision 

geometry”. Secondly, colliding mole cules must have sufficient kinetic energy to 

exceed activation energy barrier. The most basic statement of the collision theory is 

that molecules must collide with each other in order to react. This is similar to saying 

that wrestlers must actually contact one another in order to wrestle. 

 

 Activation energy is another topic in the rate of reaction concepts that 

students have difficulties. Most students think that activation energy is heat energy. 

This confusion may be the students’ misunderstanding about h eat and temperature. 

Activation energy is the minimum kinetic energy that reactants must go through to 

form product .Activation energy can be thought as a barrier that reactants must 

overcome in order to reach the transition state. Activation energy Think a girl who 

ride a bicycle and she meet with a hill. (Figure 2) 

 

                    
 
    Figure A2.Activation energy analogy 
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This hill forms a barrier for this girl. There are two choices. Whether girl pass the hill 

to go their road or turn back. In chemical reactions, molecules which have high 

energy exceed the activation energy barrier. But molecules with a lower energy go 

back without reacting.  

 

 Also, think a boy who wants to overcome the wall. How can this boy 

overcome the barrier?  Possible answer may be; 

 

 
 
                           Figure A3. Overcoming activation energy 

 
 
 M

 By jumping over M
 Using a ladder M
 Breaking down the wall 

 

If a boy has sufficient energy, he jumps over the wall. (This look likes molecules 

having sufficient energies overcome activation energy barrier to react.) 

If a boy cannot pass other side with his effort, he may overcome the wall by using a 

ladder. (In chemical reactions, molecules with lower energy cannot overcome 

activation energy barrier. But, if we increase temperature energy of the molecules 

also increase and they overcome activation energy barrier.) 
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        Figure A4. Overcoming activation energy analogy 

 
 
 
Or he breaks the wall (This looks like a catalyst effect, catalyst decrease the 

activation energy. In this way, molecules with lower energy surpass activation 

energy barrier.) 

 

                            
          Figure A5. Effect of catalyst on activation energy 

  
 
 
 Most students think that the mechanism of a reaction can be deduced from the 

overall (net) balanced chemical equation. Actually, the overall equation rarely relates 

to the mechanism, which usually is a series of unimolecular and/or bimolecular steps. 

If the reaction occurs in one step, then the mechanism can be deduced from the 

balanced chemical equation. 

 

 Another common misconception among students is that exponents in the rate 

equation  (law) are the coefficients  of overall  (net)   reaction equation.  Actually, the  
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exponents in a rate law expression are experimentally determined and no way related 

to coefficients in the balanced equation in reaction mechanism. In other words, rate 

equation is written according to slowest step in reaction mechanism. For example, 

look at the overall (balanced) equation. 

 

 4 HBr (g) + O2 (g) ------>2Br2 (g) + 2 H2O (g) 

 

Experimentally determined rate low for this reaction is v = k [HBr][ O2 ] . If we look 

at more closely, we can see that exponents in the rate law are not the coefficients in 

balanced chemical equation. 

 

 Most of the students think that one can increase the rate of reaction by 

vigorous stirring which results more energetic collisions. Actually, stirring or 

shaking is needed for homogeneous distribution of reactant species not to increase 

the average energy of the molecules. 

 

 Another common misconception among the students is that a faster rate of 

reaction means that more products are produced. Increasing temperature of the 

reaction medium or adding a catalyst increases the reaction rate. But this change 

doesn’t affect the amount of product obtained. A catalyst may produce product 

faster, but the theoretical amount will be the same. A faster rate of reaction only 

means that we get the products faster, not produce more product. 

 

 Most students think that to increase the rate of any reaction, you can increase 

the surface area of reactants. Increasing the surface area only increase the rate of 

heterogeneous reactions (solid + liquid, solid + gas, liquid + gas)You cannot increase 

the surface area , and increase the amount of contact between two liquids or gases. 

  

 Another common misconception among the students is that a catalyst is a 

species that increase  the rate of  reactions but  it  does  not change or participate in to  
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the reaction. The catalyst is directly involved in the reaction, often being used up and 

then regenerated at the end of the reaction. A catalyst appears in a reaction 

mechanism first in one step as a reactant and later step, as a product. Look at the 

reaction mechanism below. 

 
1) H2O2 (aq) + I1-(aq) N  H2O(l) + IO1-(aq)   

     2) IO1-(aq) + H2O2 (aq) N  H2O (l) + O2 (g) + I1-(aq) 
  
          2 H2O2 (aq) N   2 H2O(l) + O2(g)     

 

I1-  is a catalyst in the reaction. It is present throughout the reaction, being used up 

reproduced at the end. 

 

 A catalyst is like a minister at a wedding ceremony. The minister causes the 

ceremony to take place, plays a role in determining how fast the ceremony takes 

place, and is not himself permanently changed as a result of the ceremony. Unlike 

the couple getting married, who are permanently changed as result of the ceremony. 

 

 Most students think that when a catalyst is added to a reaction, only pathway 

with lower activation energy is available. Adding a catalyst does provide a new 

pathway with lower activation energy but the old path with its higher activation 

energy is also still remains. 

 

 In rate of reaction concepts most students face conceptual conflict,  because  

they  don’t  understand  why   slowest   step  determines  the  rate  of   

reaction. Look at the funnels in the figure 6. If we pour the colored liquid in to 

funnels which are different bore diameter, flow rate is different for different funnel. 

Flow rate is high in large diameter’s funnel while it is low in the small diameter’s 

funnel. Overall rate depends on small diameter funnel. Because, whatever the flow 

rate of fast step, without finishing the slow step, overall process cannot be finished. 

In other words,  slow step  (slow flowing liquid)  determines  the  flow rate of overall  
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process. If we turn back our issue, whatever the rate of fastest, without finish the 

slow step of the reaction, overall reaction cannot be finished. 

 

                                  
 
            Figure A6. Determination of rate of reaction 
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APPENDIX D 
 

 OQPSRQP4TVU�WQRXP.Y�RZW[T\O[W,]&WQ^_PQ`6W&Ua`QP
 

 

AÇIKLAMA: Bu test, özellikle Fen ve Matematik derslerinizde ve ilerde üniversite 
b4c�d�e�f�ghe�ijc�d�kIe$le�inm*c�dac�o�e�p�c�l�e�q�rsg	t�u�t�lvle�i9wHe3m*c�lyxr�q�rzx|{Ii~}Id�t�dv�Ii9�|q�g	t�w�g�t�ijr�e�de�ghr�o
t(kIt(q�r	g�w�t�le�qarhg�r#��t��>r�d�r�o�r��Gi:�Je���e"p�c�l�e(i�e�qar�g�wHt�bSr�e(p�csb*c#d�ke�dBp(�Gl��:e���kIe�ghc�kc�i*�  Bu test içinde, 
�Ii9�|q�g	t(wHkt�l�r�kIt(�rhmjl�t�d�g�t�ijr"�Je(d�c�w�g	e���e�qarhg�wHt�����r����3�Jt�o�lI�i~w�e�ftE�Je(d�c�w�g	e�w�e���rhm4g�t�w�b�t�g
e(p3c�l�g	e(w�e�g	e�i�x|t��:r�ijt�q�rhg�w�t����i9�Gqag	t�w�r�d�p({Go�}Iw�}�r	p(r	d�x|t�i9t�laghr�r�d�u(t�g�t�w�t�g�t(ijr�d��Je3bne(ijg	e�dwHe�b4c��
grafik çizme ve verileri yorumlayabilme kabiliyetlerini ölçebilen sorular 

bulu dIw�e(l|�se(k�c�i*�,��t�i�b*�|i:�|�I� �Gl��k|�Il|�>e�d¡b��|dIi9eXlt�d�kr�d�r�o�u�tX�|��xG�Id¡b�t�p�t�d�t(�Ir���e3g�d�c�o3u(e
u(t(fe���l�e��Ic�kc�d�e&rsmne(i�t0�>g�t0��r�dar�oI�  
  

Bu testin orijinali James R. Okey, Kevin C. Wise ve Joseph C. Burns 
�Je�ije(��c�d�k|e(d�x|t�gsrhm9�>r�ijr�g�w�rhm��:r�i*��¢�}Ii�l�p(t£���t�p�t�fIijrhb*r¤ft��I�ae�ijg	e(w�e�b4c�r�b*t�¥¤i9�����|¦�i4��§9g�lt�i[¨!o kan, 
¥¤i9������¦�i4��¥©t��Jt�l�ª�mjle�i�ftZ¦��Ip��¦�i*��¨�wHt�i¬«�t�q�e�d��se�i9e��~c�d�ke�d���e���csg�wHcJm��:c�i*�  

 

1.  r�i®qe3bjl�t��hq��Ig¯e�dI�hi�t�d�{Gi~}a�z�G�I�Id�u���g�e�ijc�d xG}�p3bj}Io°��g�w�e�b*c	d�k|e�d kI��g�e0��czw�e�p�g	e�inc
l�e0�q�t����>r�lag�t�ijr	d�r�k|}amn}IdIwHt0l|�:t(k�r�i*�±«&}�p�g	t(ijr�dar�t0�hlar�g	t0��t�d��:e�lI�J{Gijght�ijr�e(i�e�mj�>c�i~w�e0��e�l�e�i9e�i[ft�inr�i4�
Antrenör, oyuncular c�d$x3}�u�}Id}²t0�sl�rhg�t0��r	�$t��sl�r�g	t0w�t�kr	�Ir�d�r³{�g�p�wHt�l´r	p�r�d²e�m�e��Ic	ke�lar
µI¶(·¸s¹9º�¶�»a¼	¶�½9µI¶�»�¾�¿�»�À�¸�Á*¸	»�¸�¸�»�Â�¶�¼	¶�ÃH¶�¼	¸�µ�¸�½jÄ

 

a. Å ¶�½¬ÆGÇIÈI»�Â�È»IÈI»�¿�¼#Ã�Éh¹ÊÆ¼hµGÈ�·GÈ�À3ËI»a¼�Ëº�Ì�¸#Í:¿�Ã�¸�»�Ã�¸�º|ÍJ¿�½jÉ�»aÉJÎ  
b. Ï Ë»�¼�Ëº"¿(·IÉ�½n¼hÉ�º�º�¿�¼	µ�É�½:Ã�¿&Ð�¿�¼hÉ�¹jÃ�¿(¼h¿�½jÉ�»aÉ�»�Ã�¸�º|Ís¿�½jÉ�»aÉ>Î  
c. Günlük antrenman süresini.  

d. Ñ Èº¿�½�É	µI¿�º�¸�¼	¶�½j¸�» hepsini. 
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2. Ò�ÓjÔ�ÕÔ�Ö	Ô�Ój×�ØÚÙÛ�ÓjÜ�Ý�Ö�ÜhÖhÜ	ÞIÜ�ØaÜ!Ü�Ø�ß(Û�Ö	Û�à�Û�ØXÕ�Ü�Ó�Ô�Ó9Ô�á9â>×�Ó:Ý�Ô�à�Ô�ã�×sÖ�Ý�Ô(ä|âsÔ�å×�Ó*æZç�×	Ø�Ô�ØÔ�ØXè�Ü�ã�é3âsÛ(ê�ë
Õ�Û�Øê3Ü�Ø�Û,äÔ�â>×hÖ�Ô�Ø�Õ�Ü�Ó�ä�Ô.âhäa×|Ý�Ô�åIåIÛ�ì*Ü�ØaÜ�Ø�Ô�ÓjÔ�Õ�Ô�Ö�Ô�Ón×�Ø�ÙÛ0ÓnÜ�Ý�Ö�Ü�ÖhÜ�ÞIÜ�Ø�Ü�Ô(Ó:â>×�Ó9å×hÞI×Ià�éÖ	íIØ�åIÔ(å�×�Ó*æ  
Ò_àIØa×Qâ:Ü�ãXÕ�Û�á�Ô�Ó�Ô�Õ�Ô0à�Ô�Ô0àIØa×,Ý�Ü�ä|â>Ô�Ó9åÔ�ÕÛ�ØIêGÜ�Ø�î:Ô(äÔ.â�î:Ô�Ó�ä�Öh×,Ý�Ü�äGâJÔ(ÓjÖ�Ô�Ó9åÔ�ä�Ô0âsä�×ZÝ�Ô(åIå esi 

ä�éGØíIÓ4æ�Ò�Ó9Ô�ÕÔ�Ö	Ô�Ó�Õ�Û(ØIê3Ü�Ø�Ö	Û�ÓjÜ�ÕaÜ#â>Ü�Ø�ß�Û0à�Û&äÔ�åIÔ(Ó¬Ô�àØ�×àaéÖ�ïê�Û(ÓjÜ�Ø�åÛ�ðIÜ�åIÛ�ÓnÖ�Û�Ó*æ3ñ�Ô�è�Ô�ì�é|ØIÓ9Ô&è�Û�Ó
Ô�Ó9Ô(ÕÔ�Øa×�Ø�Ô(Ö�å×�Þ×�Ý�Û�ì4Ô(î:Û!äÔ�à�åIÛ(å�Ü�ÖhÜ�Ó*æ(òZí"ó(Ô�Ö�×há9Ý�Ô(åIÔ!Ô0Ó9Ô(Õ�Ô�Ö�Ô(Ój×�Ø�Ù�Û�ÓjÜ�Ý�ÖsÜ�Ö�Ü�ÞÜ�ØÔ�ìS×	Ö�ôÖ�ó�ï�Ö�ïÓjõ  
a. Ò�Ó9Ô�Õ�Ô�Ö�Ô�Ón×�Ø"ÕÛ�Øê�Ü�ØaÖ	Û�ÓjÜIÕaÜ#â:Ü�Ø�ß�Û�à�Û,äÔ�å|Ô�Ó¬ðÛ�ó(Û(Ø�ìnïÓ�Û�Ü�Ö�ÛIæ  
b. ö Û�Ó¬Ô�Ó9Ô(ÕÔ�Øa×�Ø�ðIÜ#âsâ>Ü	ÞIÜ  mesafe ile. 

c. ÷_í�ÖsÖ	Ô�Øa×�Ö�Ô�Ø�ÕÛ�Øê�Ü�Ø�Ý�Ü�ä|âsÔ�Ón×�ÜsÖ�ÛGæ  
d. ÷�í�ÖsÖ	Ô�Øa×�Ö	Ô�Ø�äÔ0âsä�×Ý�Ô(åIåIÛ�ì4Ü�Ø�Ü�Ø�Ý�Ü�äIâJÔ�Ój×aÜhÖ	ÛGæ  
 

3. ò&Ü�Ó�Ô�Ó9Ô(ÕÔBïÓ9Û0â>Ü�ß�Ü�ì*ÜZåÔ0è�Ô�Û�ä�éGØ�éGÝ�Ü�äÚÔ�Ó�Ô�Õ�Ô3Ö�Ô�Ó�à�Ô�ãIÝ�Ô�äÚÜ�ìnâsÛ�Ý�Û�äGâ>Û�å�Ü�Ó*æ�Ò�Ó9Ô�ájâ>×�Ó~Ý�Ô�ß�×hÖ�Ô�Ó
Ô�Ó9Ô(ÕÔ�Øa×�Ø Ö�Ü#âJÓ9Û Õ�Ô�á�×�Ø�Ô Ô�Ö�Ô�Õ�Ü�Ö�Û�ß(Û�ÞIÜ Ý�Û�ì4Ô(î:Û0à�Ü Û�âsäaÜ�Ö	Û�à�Û�ÕaÜ�Ö�Û�ß�Û�ä å|Û�ÞIÜhájä�Û�ØaÖ�Û�ÓnÜ
Ô�Ó9ÔGá�â:×�Ó~Ý�Ô(ä âsÔ�å×�ÓjÖ�Ô(Ó4æ�Ò�ánÔ(Þ×�åIÔ�ä�Ü�åIÛ�ÞIÜhájä�Û�Ø�ÖhÛ�Ó9åÛ�Ø�è�Ô�ØðIÜhìSÜ¤Ô�Ó9Ô�Õ�Ô�Ø�×	Ø�ÖhÜ#âhÓ9Û_ÕÔ3á*×�ØÔ�Ô�Ö�Ô�Õ�ÜhÖ	Û(ß�Û�ÞIÜ
mesafeyi etkileyebilir? 

a. Ò�Ó9Ô�Õ�Ô�Øa×�Ø"Ô(Þ×�ÓjÖh×�ÞI×>æ  
b. Motorun hacmi. 

c. Ò�Ó9Ô�Õ�Ô(Ø�×�Ø�Ó9Û�Ø�ðIÜ  

d. a ve b.  

 

4. Ò�Ö�Ü�òZÛ0àaë�Û�Ù�Ü�ØaÜ�×�ì4×�âhÝHÔ�äøÜ�ó�Ü�Ø�ä�é|Ýøá9í�Ö	Ô�Ój×�Ø�åIÔ(Øøå|Ô�è�Ô"ó(é|ä�ã�Ô�Ó�Ô"ôåIÛ�ØÝHÛ�ì4Ü�Ø�Ü�Ø�ì�Û�Õ�Û(ã�Ö	Û�ÓjÜ�ØaÜ
ÝHÛ(Ó9Ô�äùÛ0âsÝ�Û�äGâ:Û(åÜ�Ó*æ�ú9ì4×�ØIÝHÔ�ðIÜ�åÛ�ÓjÖ�Û�ÓjÜ	Ø�ÜûÛ0âJä�Ü	Ö	Û�à�Û�Ø�î~Ô0ä|â:ôGÓjÖ	Û�ÓjÜûÔ�ÓjÔ�á9âJ×�Ó~Ý�Ô�ä�Ü�ó3Ü�Ø�Õ�Ü�Ó,èaÜ�ã�éGâ>Û�ê
äIíIÓjÔ�Ó4æ(Ò"á*Ô(ÞI×�åIÔ(ä�Ü	Ö	Û(Ó9å|Û�Ø�è�Ô�Ø�ðIÜhìSÜÕIí�Ô(Ó9Ô�á�â:×�Ó~Ý�Ô(å|Ô�ì4×�ØÔ�ØIÝ�Ô�à�Ô,í|à�ðGíIØ�ÕaÜ�Ó�è�Ü�ã�é3â>Û0ê åIÛ�ÞIÜhÖ	å�Ü�Ó ? 

a. ü Ù�Ü�Ø�ó(Û�ÙIÓ9Û�ì4Ü�Ø�åIÛ�ä�Ü�Ô�Þ|Ô(ó&ì4Ô0à�×sì*×Ø�Û!äÔ(å|Ô(Ó�Ô�ê_Ühì*Û&×hì�×	ØIÝ�Ô&ðIÜ	åÛ�ÓjÜ�é�ä�Ô(å|Ô�ÓÊî:Ô�êGÖ	Ô�å�×�Ó4æ  
b. Ev åÛ,Ø�Û!äÔ(å|Ô�Ó¬ó(é|ä�ãÛ�Ø�ß(Û(Ó�Û,ÙÛ,äÔ(ã�×Ù�Ô�Ónì*Ô(ë×�ìS×�Ø|Ý�Ô!ðIÜhåIÛ�ÓnÜaå|Û&é�äÔ�åIÔ�Ó�î�Ô�ê3Ö�Ô!éÖ�íÓ4æ  
c. òZï|àïIä�Û�Ù�Ö�Û�ÓjÜ�Ø�×�ì4×�ØIÝHÔ!ðIÜ�åÛ�ÓjÖ�Û�ÓjÜaî~Ô�ê�ÖhÔ(å×�Ó*æ  
d. újì*×�ØÝHÔ�ðIÜ	åIÛ�ÓjÖ	Û�ÓjÜ�Ô�Ó:âhâ:×�äó�Ô!Ô�Ü	Ö�Û�ØaÜ�Ø"åIÔ�èÔ,í�ß�íIê(Ô�×sì*×�ØIÝHÔZà�éÖ�Ö	Ô(Ój×�Ô�Ó�Ô�Ý�Ô�ì4×�ð|Û(Ó9Û�ä�Ü#Ó4æ  
 

5. ý Û�Ø�ì4×�Øa×	î�×	Ø�å|Ô�ØþÕ�Ü	Ó"ôIÞGÓjÛ�Ø�ß�Ü&ì*×�ß�Ô�äaÖh×	ÞI×�ØÚÕ�Ô�ä|â:Û�ÓjÜ	ÖhÛ0ÓjÜ�Ø�ð Û�ÖsÜhájÝ�Û�ìSÜZïIê�Û�ÓjÜ�Ø�å|Û�äaÜ,Û0âJä�Ü�Ö�Û(ÓjÜ�ØaÜ
ÿ��9ÿ��������
	�ÿ���sÿ�����������ÿ�������������������������� �!� ����ÿ�"�#��$�%�&��!�'�ÿ$�nÿ(�����Iÿ&�)'�*��&�+'-,.���+')�(,����/�0�1	2'1�%�3'4�05  
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d. ^Q/�6�_�AH6)7�N�\�4	.�;H.KM�-�.�/%0Z4�9FL; .�?�4`7�4�9 =>4�D(-�6B/%D"AGI  
 

15. PQ6�410BF�;*68=R4�?�4&_�4�T�;H=RDE;a#?�/�T�A�0�7�/�.VU�4	.�M�A�DEA*?�A 65X  

a. Kovadaki suyun cinsi. 

b. YZN@[�654�7�\�/#D�O�]�O�.RD�;<C	4	7�9�;<T ;GI  
c. Kovalara koyulan maddenin türü. 

d. ^Q/�6�_�AH6)7�N�\�4	.�;H.KM�-�.�/%0Z4�9FL; .�?�4`7�4�9 =>4�D(-�6B/%D"AGI  
 

16. bdc	e�f�g�h�i�jkclg�m(n�o�c	p�q�h�i�h	r�jkq�jHsRh�e:t h	m�j�o�j<q	s$h�r@uWh�i�j m+vxw`jHsyo�j<q	s$h�s>c�r�jHe�h�zEjg�t*hJp�h�m)p�c1{WuGc
o�jHm)o�c�p�q	h�i�h�r�j�q1j s>h�e�t<h�m�j�o�j*q�h�m"v1w`jHs>h	e:t h�m�j*e�o�|�g�}�o�clp�q�h1t h	mBhJ~@�@mBh#{5c�m8r:t<n�|�t*}���o�c	�%n<t<c	m�n e�i@c
u �	}�e�o�c	�%n<t<c	m�nHe�i�c�r�n<z+c�i�n m+v#w`jHs$h�e�t h	m�j e�o�|%g�t*c	m�n>j<t*h�j<t<~�j�t<j�p�j*��|�u�h���t*h�m�r�}�m8s�clg�c�o�c���t�c�m"v� �(c1��n*i�c�r:j�t*h	mBi@h�eVp�c�e�~�j<z+j�zEnHe�c�e�s>clg�cJ}@g�~�}�e�o:jHm�p�j*��|%uGh��1i�jHm��  

a. � c���c�z+n ��c�r�r�h�e�q1jHs�o:j*qlsRh	rV�%|�mBi@}�m+v  
b. �&c�p�q	h	g�hSc�uLn<t*c�e�~@��mBh	e�jHeKsRj r�uGc	m�n���e�h	sRtWj*i�jHm�v  
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c. Daha çok sulanan bahçedeki çimenler daha uzun olur. 

d. Bahçe ne kadar engebeliyse çimenleri kesmekte o kadar zor olur. 

 �l�
�

���
�

��� ���`�����H�� ��:¡+¢�£8¤:¥*¦�£�§�¦%¨�¦1©�§*ª�¦`����£(��¥*�	��«�¦�£�¦�¬�£�¦�5§�¢@®�¤�¯�¦�£B¦	®� ��	��¦�«:¥ ¦l¯°§H��§H±�²  
 

 ³ ¤�£�¦�´ � ¡�¤�¯�¤��µ¡+§  	¦�®�¥�§*©�§ �:§� � ¡(¤¶�*·��*��ª��¸·�¹�±�º�����»���¥*�� 	�	®¶¨"��®���£S¼¸�H®@´�¦�£�§H�:§3�l´�®��*¥*��¯��H«
etkilemed �*©��*���½¦�£�¦1¨B´L§ £8¼>¦l®¾��¡(´W��£+²$¿S�H£8»�� £�� �:�H�À¦�¯���§½ª�¹@£L´Á»�¦	£Bª�¦�©�§ �ÃÂ��	£Ä»:�H£��<���ÆÅ��Ç¨���£
mililitre su koyar. Bardaklardan birisine 0 0 È ª@� � ª��<©@�	£��H����ª��V¡+§ £B¦�¯:¥*¦KÅ@� 0C, 75 0C ve 

95 0 È ¡+§* 	¦	®�¥�§ ®@´W¦Á¡(¤Ä®�¢%¯�¦�£+²�ÉQ¦�Â�¦Á¡�¢���£B¦�Â���£Q»�� £Q»�¦	£Bª�¦1©@¦Ê·�¹�±	º�����»��<¥ �� ���©��Ë®�¦�ª�¦�£K¨(��®���£
®�¢%¯�¦�£)���J®�¦�£(§�¨B´G§ £�§H£"²  
 

17. ¿d¤�¦	£B¦�¨5´G§H£8¼R¦1ª@¦�¡"§H��¦���¦	��Â�� «�¢%´W��±SÂ�¦	��¬��W¡+�*ª�� £�Ì  

a. Í�Î�Ï�Î�Ð�Ñ�Î`Ï�Ò�Ó�Ò�Ð)Ô�Õ@ÏKÖ(×�Ó�Ò`Ï�Ò	Ð�Ø�Ù�Ú�Ø Ð�Ø<Û�Ø Ð�Ö�Ò�ÕÜÏ�Ò�Ó�Ò�Ð�Ô	Õ@ÏKÔ�Ý@Þ	ß�Ñ�ß�Ð+à  
b. á�Î`Ï�Ò�Ó@Ò�Ð)Ô�Õ�ÏRÙ(Î�Ï�Î	Ð�Ô�Ý%Þ�ß�Ñ�ß�Ð(Ö"Î�â�Ö(×KÕQÏ�Ò1Ó�Ò	ÐãÚGÒlÚGÛWØ�Õ�ÛH×�ÐEà  

c. ä Ø*å1Ò�Ï�Û<Ø*ÏVÑ�Î`Ï�Ò�Ó@Ò�Ðçæ�ß�Ï°Ö�Î	ÏKÕ�ÛH×�Ð�Ö"Ò�â@Ô�Ý@Þ�ß�Ñ�Î�ÑRÙ�Î	Ï�Î�Ð�èÑKéRèHÏ@ÚGÒ�Ð(Ø�ÕQÏ�Ò�Ó�Ò�Ð�ê8Ò	Þ1Û*ÒSÕ�ÛH×�Ð+à  
d. ë�×�Û�Û*Ò	Ñ:Ø*Û*Ò�Ñ�Ö�×@æ�×�Ñ�é�èHÏ@ÚWÒ�Ð�Ø�Ò	ÐLÚ<ÚLØ Ï�Ô	Ò�ÖEØ å�Ò�Ï�Û*Ø*ì�Ø°Ó�ÒSÒ�ÐGÚLÒ�Ð"à  
 

18. í&×�Ò�ÐBÒ%ÙBÚ�Ø Ð5é>Ò�Ó@Ò`Ï�Õ@Ñ@Ú�Ð5Õ�Û�Î�Ó�è<Û Î�î�è<Û Î�Ñ�Ó�Î�ì�èWÙBÏ�Î	ÑVï�Ò�Ñ�ð�è�Ö+è<Ó�èHÐ�ñ  

a. òVÎ�Ð�î�Ò�ÐBÓ�Ò	Ï�ÚWÒJÔ�Ý@Þ	ß�Ñ�Î�ÑKÙ�Î	Ï�Î�Ðóé�è Ï@Ú�Ò�Ð�Ø�à  
b. òQÎ�Ð�î�Ò�ÐBÓ�Ò�ì�Ò&Ï�Õ�Ñ�×�Û*Ò	Ñ$ÖB×�é�èHÏ�Ú�Ò�Ð�ØLà  
c. í`Ò	Ð�Ó�Ò�Ï:Û Ò	Ð(ØHÑ$Ö�Ò	æ�Ø<ÖEØ�à  
d. ä ×@æ�×�Ñ>Ö+Ø*å�Ò	Ï�Û<Ø*ì�ØGà  

 

19. ôÜÐBÒ1Ù�Ú�ØHÐ8é�Ò�Ñ:ØHÑ�î�Ò�ì�Ø é Û<Ø�Ó@Î1ì�è�Ù(Ï�Î�Ñ:è�ï�Ò	Ñ�ð�è<ÖEè*Ó�è*Ð�ñ  

a. òVÎ�Ð�î�Ò�ÐBÓ�Ò	Ï�ÚWÒJÔ�Ý@Þ	ß�Ñ�Î�ÑKÙ�Î	Ï�Î�Ðóé�è Ï@Ú�Ò�Ð�Ø�à  
b. òQÎ�Ð�î�Ò�ÐBÓ�Ò�ì�Ò&Ï�Õ�Ñ�×�Û*Ò	Ñ$ÖB×�é�èHÏ�Ú�Ò�Ð�ØLà  
c. í`Ò	Ð�Ó�Ò�Ï:Û Ò	Ð(ØHÑ$Ö�Ò	æ�Ø<ÖEØ�à  
d. ä ×@æ�×�Ñ>Ö+Ø*å�Ò	Ï�Û<Ø*ì�ØGà  
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20. õÜöB÷1ø�ù�úHö8û�÷�ü@÷	ý�þ�ÿ�÷���úHû��Eú���ü�����þWøBý	��
��÷�
	��þ��"þ<ü�þHö��  
a. � ��ö�ÿ�÷�öBü�÷	ý�ùW÷���������
	��
Kø��	ý���öóû�þ ý@ù�÷�ö�ú��  
b. � ��ö�ÿ�÷�öBü�÷���÷&ý���
! 	"*÷ 
#�$ �û�þHý�ùL÷�ö�ú��  
c. % ÷	ö�ü�÷�ý&" ÷	ö(ú�
#��÷�'�ú(�Eú��  
d. )  �'! �
*�+ú,+�÷	ý	"<ú,��ú-�  

 

21. % þHö ÿ�÷����1ú�.�÷�
 ü!��ûR÷lù����/��ö0�lùGþ*û>þ1
:þR÷�ö8ùGú ö8ûR÷�ýÃþ(��ù2��û#�	ý@ù���ü�þHö3�546����þ�ø"þ ýÆÿ:þHöLý�÷�� ÷�" ÷�
�÷
ü���ûR÷	ù2���¸ù-���� �û7 8��ý	�	ö9� � þ,:��%ù-���%þ,;Sù����� �û<"*÷	ö#
	�Äý�÷�ü�÷�ö�����ý=�� �"*÷�
�úHö��"÷�;>��ý�÷�ü�÷�ö<�	÷�ÿ! �ý
? þ("Wþ���",��
���+�����þ*ü�þ ö@� %  A��þ�:	�%ù����1þ�
�÷B�"ú("&�"ú1
 ar? 

a. CED�FHG&I�J!KML�G�NOD�F�I1D�F$P�D>QSR	I1D�T�D�TN�U�V!R�K<I,D�F�J1TG�D�W>XBY�T	P�Z>[HL�I(L1\�I(Z�T!Z�]�Z�^�L�T�Z`_!D�G	D�F9a  
b. Her sulamadan bir gün sonra domates bitkisinin boyunu ölçer. 

c. CED�FHG&I�J	D�I(D�T&I1D�F$P!D�G&L�_	L�N�G&L,I(Z�F�Zcb!Z�FSL�I,Z�T#Q$RK<L1G�N2D�F�J1T&J�d!I,W�Z�F@a  
d. e6Z�FfD�I,D�T�D�Z�G�N-L,^�L!N-U�V�R�KgQ�D�h	J�Q3J�T!Dc_�D�G�D�F9a  
 

22. Bir ba V!W�J,b!D�TiN2D�FSI,D�Q9J1T!P�D�G	LjG�D�_�D�G	I,D�F$P�D*h�D�k!F$D�Gi_	LlN-I�Z�F�LmX�d�FHY!F@aonpRi_	L�NOI1Z�F�Lfh	U�GqZ�N�KMZ�G
r�s�t$s�u	v�w,x!w,t@ymz5{�t$x!sB|�w5}�z5v(w,~�r���{�x!v��`�O�����!~�s�~=w��	w��	�!��s�u�w(v1{����6�!v(x����B�!~����@�B��v,s�t9y���{�t����
�����<{�~&v,{�t���w(�9s7}��A��{�t���{�x�v,���S��t0s��	w�~�x!{��	{�s��2u	w(v(wf�!v,x��!�B�!~����@�B�&v,s��<s�u��2s�x�w�t9y	��{��!���,�!{�~�{�vl�O�
tane kabak bitkisi seçer. Üç tanesini tozla, üç tanesini de spreyle ilaçlar. Bir hafta 
�9��~�t${7��s�tp�&wl�2u&w�~�w,~¡ !��s�tSw�~�x!s#u�{�v1{�~¢��{�~	v(�£�	wl�Hv,s�tSwj�S{���{�t@y&������{�v(��|0�<{�x�{7���!��s�u�w�v,{���v,{�tS��~���~
s��2u&w�~	v�w(��w�~�{B����v	��v1�� &v1 �t�¤  
a. z��	v2v,{�~&�(v,{�~�����c��{�x�{>����t$s��	w�~��<w�u���{�t��	��v,�� �v� �t3y  
b. Toz yada spreyle ilaçlan x!��u���{�~#�9��~!t${c�	w��2u�w(v(s�t�w1~�x���t0���<v,{�t����Os����&wl�¥s�x�w(v�w�t9y  
c. ¦ s�t�§0w,x�s�x�s`�!v,�&|�{�~Au�{��!{����1~#{��!�1t�v(�(���&�!v(�� &v� �t9y  
d. �cw��2u	w(v,s�t�w�~ !��s�t�w�~�x�scu�{�v({�~A�	w1�-v1s�t£�@{��	�2v(��t9y  
 

23. ¨�©!ªH«	¬`©	,ª*®�¯(°�±	�²³©�°B¯,¯(�©	1ªM´�®�µ<®�²=¶�·�ª$°�¶@6(¸��²!¹�°�µ*°�º�¹�®�²�®�»!°�¼-�ª�°�½�°�¾!5¿�¶3¿�°�²�°�ªÁÀ�(¶@
µM,Â�¼�®�ª�¿1²&¿EÃ!¯,¸�µ*°�Â�(¶$¼O°�ª9Ä�Åc1ªmÂ�®�© ¿�²�,¸��²�°©&�ª�¯�Æ¼2ª$°#¶9Ç�¾B«�Âi¶�«¡Â�Ç�º�®�ªÈ±!°�É�Ê<¹�®�Â	lÂ	®7¶�·�ª$°�º	¯(°
¿�¶9¿l¼H¿�ª9Ä�¨f©�ª0«	¬�®B¯1°�±	1²µM°�º�¹!®�²	®�»�°�¼H�ª$¹�,¾��¿�¶@¿�°�²�°�ªÁÀ3(¶3�²	�²	®�¶9¿�¯	Ã!¯,¸�°�ª�Ë  
a. É�ÊA¹�®�Â	1Â	®�¶9Ç�²�ª0®>¶�«�º�«!²#¶@¿1½�®�Â	¯�¿,¾!¿�²	¹�®cµ*°�º�¹!®�²	®`»�°�¯1°�²�¹!°�¾��Ì$µ<°�º	!Â	®�º�¹!°�¹!°�ª9Ä  
b. É�ÊA¹�®�Â	,Â!®>¶�Ç�²�ª$®>¶�«�º�«!²Í!®�½�µM�²�¹!°cµ*°�º�¹�®�²�®�»�°�¯,°�²*¹�°�¾!�Ì�µM°�º&&Ã!¯1¸�° r. 
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c. Î�ÏAÐ�Ñ�Ò	Ó,Ò!Ñ�Ô9Õ�Ö�×$Ñ`Ñ�Ø,Ù�Ú�Ó1Ö*Ô9Û,Ü�Ñ�Ò	Ø2Û,Ý�Û�Ö&Û&Þ�Ø�ß�Ù�×@à  
d. á Ó1×fØ2Ólâ�×0Ù>Ô�ã�ä�ã!ÖÒ�Ñ�ä�Ö�Ñ�å*ÑBÔ9Û&Ó,ß�Ó�Ö7æ�Ù�ß�Ù�ÖAçBÑ�å*Ñ�Ö&Û!Þ!Ø(ß�Ù�×9à  
 

24. è5é å#Ù�â�ê�ë�ã�ç�ì�Ñ�×�ß�Ñ�Ü�Û1Ò�Ø,Ñ�×�Û1Ö&Û�Ö¡Ù�×�Ó�åMÙ7Ô�í!×0Ù�Ô9Ó,Ö	ÓoÙ�â�Ò�Ó(Ø,Ù�ä�Ù�Ö�îOÑ�Ò�â�Þ�×�Ø1Ù�×SÓïå*Ù�×0Ñ�Ò¡Ù�â�åMÙ�Ò�â-Ù�Ð!Ó1×@à
á ã!çðì�Ñ�×$ß�Ñ�Ø1Ñ�×�Û1Ö	Û�Öñë�í�ä!í�Ò	Ø1í�ÝBí&ê=Õ!Ð�Ñ�Ö	Û�ÖòÔ@Û,Ü�Ñ�Ò�Ø(Û�Ý�Û�Ú!Ùðë�ã�çóì�Ñ�×�ß�Ñ�Ø1Ñ�×�Û1Ö&Û�Ö ô�Ù�Ò	Ø(Óõæ!Ó1ë	Ó
îHÑ�Ò�â-Þ�×SØ,Ù�×�Ó,ÖöÙ�×�Ó�åMÙ÷Ô�í�×0ÙBÔ�Ó1Ö&Ó�Ù�â�Ò	Ó�Ø,Ù�ä�Ù�ë	Ó�Ø1Ù�Ü�Ù�Ý�Ó1Ö&Ó�Ð�í&ô$í!Ö�í�×3à/ø6Ñ é ÑùÔ�Õ�Ö�×$Ñðô$ã é Ó1ì�ÕBâ-Ù�ç�Ó
ú@û�ü�ý�þMý�ÿ�ý���ý���ý��������
	������������ý��
��ý��1ý���û1ü	û�ü���������	����
	,þ���ú�� �!�Bú"	1ü�	��$#%��	%�����'&)(+*�þ,�$#.- �/*�	��102#3����	
ú@û�ü�ý�þMý��4	5��	�ü7ý���ý)6�û%7�ý���	�7���ü���ÿ8#2ýBúSý)��û�þ��,ý���û1ü	û1ü9*	ý�ü�:�	(ú'	,ü1	���ÿ�:2���(ý�þ<ý;�,û%7!û<�
=  
a. Her biri > ý)�?���(û9�"����	%�����/ý;6�û��
��û<��#Oý@-1���A-�� �B�	ý��
��ý�ú�û5ý���û�ü&û<�'&����!ü��1ý)�Mý�ÿ�ü	û7ú9û5C�ý����2û<��#�ý
-1��ü������D-��2�E��ý�-	û,ü4	5�;	1ü���ý�ÿ���û	ý�ÿ1��û��10�ü � �E��������	�þF�>ú�� �G�2�5����	1	��2�5��ü�	��'&  
b. H ���,-�	���	5ý�ÿ�ü&û8�"���1	���7�� > ý)�!ý$# > ý)�?���(ûAý)6!û<�
��û���#2ýB-1���I-�� �J�	ý��!��ýBú9û5ý��(û1ü�û��K&L����ü��,ý��¡ý�ÿ�ü	û
ú@û�C�ý)����û<��#�ýM-���ü��)����-1���E��ý�-�û�ü,	��;	1ü �>ý�ÿ ��û	ý�ÿ ��û1��0�ü�� �N�������
	�þ,��ú����!�)�����
	�	<�O����ü�	5�'&  
c. H ���P-1	5�
	�ý�ÿ�ü&ûÈý;6�û��
��û<��#Oý > ý���ý�# > ý��?����ûQ������	5���5���!7 �R-��2�/- ���R��ý��!��ýBú9ûpý���û�ü	û5�'&N����ü��,ý��Aý�ÿ�ü	û
ú@û�C�ý)����û<��#�ýM-���ü��)����-1���E��ý�-�û�ü,	��;	1ü1��ý�ÿ �Sû	ý�ÿ ��û��10�ü�� �S�����)�
	�þF�>ú����!�)�5�)�
	�	<�2�5��ü�	<�'&  
d. H ���Q-�	<�
	jý�ÿ!ü	ûjý;6!û��
�(û���#-ý > ý��!ý�# > ý��?���(ûT������	����%� �!7 ��-1�O�U-�� �F��ý)�!��ý�ú@û�ý2�(û�ü	û5�'&.�M��ü��(ý�� > ý)�?���,û
ú@û�C�ý)����û<��#�ýM-���ü��)����-1���E��ý�-�û�ü,	��;	1ü1��ý�ÿ �Sû	ý�ÿ ��û��10�ü�� �S�����)�
	�þF�>ú����!�)�5�)�
	�	<�2�5��ü�	<�'&  
 

25. ��	���ý��$ýO�G#Oû<�0þ#ý�C�û	ÿ���ü�	�-�	<�V:2� -��
��ÿ�	W7���ü���þ,��� #X�)7�	5�'&�Ypý��,ûX�$þMý;�(ý���û1ü�û�ý�ÿ�ü	û.- ��ÿ �����<� � #Z�[-����
#�ý����,ý)7�ý/ÿ�ý���ý��'& H ����#�ý����1ý�ÿ�ý/ÿ1��ü�	8:2��- �!�BúK	1ü17 ��ü\7���6 	%�K	<� þ�	�� #�ý��
��ý��!7!ýB�	ý���û%�
#-û<��û��K&M�U	5�¡ý�ÿ
ú'0�ü �$ý)]�*1���^#�ý��
�,ý�7�ý>ÿ1��#_	%����ü���	�þF��ü�	�ü�0��?#2ý;�(ý�þMý�-�0Bÿ �!ü ��`����)���a& bP������þ ú'0�ü ���;�,ý���ûïý��Sý;6!û57!ý���	
#�ý�-��50 7�ýQ������	%��þ�	%�!#_	��'&  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c+d1e�f�gFhFi j$k�lWf3m
(kg)     Çimenlerin ortalama boyu (cm) 

       10                                                7 
       30     10 
       50     12 
       80     14 
     100     12 
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n^o)p�q5r�s o�t�u�v�w�x�u�q5w�x�u�y/z2x!o2{Gu�|�u�o�}�o;| ~�s�o�t�u�q5w)x!s�w�y/�1o�y�z u��'u�s�u�x
�
 

        a.                                                            b.        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       c.                                                               d.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

26. � u�x�p�u<�1r�q%r z,}
�F��u<��r2�Zw���u.�Zw;���Nw�����w�t�u%�!�Zw�xa����o)x!w;q�w�x!w[y1w[t1o;s�o�x��)r�t4v�u<�Zo���u�y/v�w)x
u�q�u5x��"w+r
t1o)s�o�xS��~<�2q�~�p���� ��x
q5w)xK� � u��1r1q5r z4{_o�x!w�q5w x�u<y8p � � � �,wU��~��2~<y�~1y�o;�a~�q���q��;w�p�u�q%u<x!�

 

a.
�So�x!w�q5w�x�u�y9��~5��~<y�~���q��)w�xK�

 

b. Farelerin, günlük uyumadan durabildikleri süreyi ölçer. 

c. Her gün fareleri tartar.  

d. � w�x�z2� y�{?o�x!w�q5w�x
u�y9��u��1w;�;w;| u1v1u<�3o$��u�y�q�w�x
u �Zo)x_�Xo�x'�
 

 

27. � |Ox
w�y1��u�q5w�x
��}�w�t1w)x
u�y �
�1s�o��)�O�)� y ��w��
��xGw��'u5y1u�w$�%t�u�q5w$��w�p u�q5w��;w�t s w�|�u%}
t�w�y�q%w�x
u
sO��}�� y��Fw�t��Zw;s�u<x
q%w�x'�V����� ��yJ�K~5��o�t�q%~5|�~<y�~X�T}�w�t�w�x
u�y�v�w��
����� y@�,u<t �3o�x
q5o)x
~<y�~Ls w;| uX}!t1w�y�r�q�o�xGo�t
�"o�� �Xo�x�q5o�x'� � |2x!w)y1��u�q5w�x��F}'w$t1w)x
u<y��
��s o

 çözünme  süresini  
o2}�o)|�~�s o�t�u,��u<��rO�3w���q�w�x!s�w�y

�1o�y�z uX�Ku<��q�w��'~�y1o$�1o�p�u%q%u<x��
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Çimenlerin  
ortalama    
boyu 
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Gübre  ¥R§©¨;ªX«N£
¬

 
 
 
                   
 
              Çimenlerin ortalama boyu 
 
 
                        
              

 
 
 
 
 
Çimenlerin 
ortalama  
boyu      
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¬
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a. °9±�²1±�³?±)´�µ�±[¶"·�¸�·�¹�º�»�¼O´)½F·)¸4º5»;º�¾4¿ ±�²�±�³?±�´�µ5±�À
Á gereklidir. 

b. Â Á�À"Ã�Ä2Á1¿�Á ¸�»;±)Å�¶�·�¸1·�¹�º�»;¼O´;·�Æ�ºXµ<½F·�¸4º5»;º�¾4¿ ±�²�±�³_±�´�µ5±Q¸�±�¹
Ç%¶
ÈZÇ�¹?½,±�¸�É�·�¹!·�¸�º5¹'Ê  
c. Â Á/¾�·M¸�±;¿ ±�¹¦À'Ç5Ë�±)¸�À�±�Å ÃP¸1±;¿�±�¹�»)Ã�¸�¶"·�¸1·�¹�»)¼�´)Ì�¾1·�Ë;·�¸�È_º<¹KÊ  
d. Â Á�Ç�ÀaÇ<¾1¿1Ç<¸�»;±�¶"·�¸�·�¹�¿ ±)²�±MÁ�´)Á ¾�À"Ì ¹G·;¿ ·U»;¼O´)Ì�¾ Ì�¹KÊ  
 

28. Í º5¹A±�¹G±2¶!È3Ç5¹?½�±ÎÉ2¹?Á Æ�Á�Å�¿ ·�Ä º%¶'º�¸Ï²1±;Ë;º<½Aµ5º[½�Ã2ÈZÃ�¹
µ�±)¹
Ç+Ã�µ5±�¾Ð±�¹G±)Æ1±;µ5±�¹�Ç<¾ ¹G±)¾1¿�Ç�½,±)¾�µ�±�¹�Ç�¾�Ç
¼�µ5»�·�¹'Ê;ÑVµ%¿�·U·;¿�º�µ5·�¾4ÀKÃO¾�Á1»;µ�±�¹
Ç<¾�É2¹!±;³!º5Ä�º1±O¶�±�Ä Ç5¿ ±�¸�º�É º�Æ�º�¿1º<¹aÒ  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ó
¶�±�Ä Ç5¿�±�¸�º%µ5·�¹!¿�·)¾9²1±�¾�É�º�ÀKº�¿�·;Ä�º%¶
¸�·�¾�µ�·�¹N±�¹
±;À'Ç5¾1¿�±�¸�º�º�µ�º�¶�¸�º�Ô�º�É�¼1À�ÈZ·�¹
º<¹
Õ  

a. Motor ne kadar büyükse, bir litre benzinle gidilen mesafe de o kadar uzun olur. 

b. Bir litre benzi ¾�µ�·�É º�¿�º%µ�·�¾Ö½�·;ÀK±)³_·�¾�·¦¸�±)¿�±�¹F±�´�Ã1µ<Á ¹"À'±)Å�±�¹G±)Æ1±�¾�Ç<¾Ö½FÃOÈZÃO¹?ÁÏÃ×¸1±;¿ ±)¹
küçük demektir. 

c. ØJÃOÈZÃO¹N¸�Ì1»�Ì�µ�¿�Ì ¸�»�·;Å ±)¹G±$Æ1±�¾�Ç5¾9Æ�º<¹^µ�º�È%¹G·QÆ�·�¾ ´2º�¾�µ�·�É º5¿�ºXµ5·�¾/½�·�À"±�³_·U±)¹_ÈX±�¹'Ê  
d. Í º<¹[µ%º<È%¹!·,Æ1·�¾�´2º<¾�µ�·AÉ º�¿�º�µ%·�¾Ù½,·;À"±;³?·,¾1·F¸1±;¿�±�¹UÁ�´)Á ¾@Ã�µ<Á�¹�À"±�Å�±�¹
±�Æ�±�¾�Ç<¾¦½,ÃOÈZÃO¹_Á@Ã¸1±;¿ ±�¹
büyük demektir. 

 

29, 30 Å�ÚNÛ�Ü1·�ÚOÝ�º<¾1Ë)º�ÀKÃO¹?Á�µ5±)¹
Ç1±2¶
±�Ä Ç5¿�±QÜ�·�¹�º%µ5·�¾8Þ�±�¹
±)ÉO¹
±;³GÇ�Ã�¸ Á Ô1±�¹!±�¸/Ë)·�Ü1±�Þ�µ�±$Ô.Ç<¾�Ç<´1Ê  
 ß
ÃOÞ�¹!±�Ä�± ¸�±�¹�Ç%¶!È3Ç�¹
Ç�µ�±�¾ Ô�±�Þ�¹!±�¸�µ�±�¹
Ç�¾ ¿�ÃO½,±�ÈX·2À�Ì�¹!·�È_º<½Aº<¾�· ·�È%¸�º%À'ºà±�¹!±2¶GÈ3Ç5¹
Ç�µ�½�±�¸ ÈX±;¿1Ç<¹'ÊÓ
¹!±2¶!È3Ç�¹?½�±)¿�±�¿�¼O¹_È.Æ�Ì�Ô Ì�¸�À"±�¸�ÀKÇ<Ô1±  ±�Ô ¾�Ç  miktarda ve  tipte  toprak  ¸�ÃO¾�Á�µ<½FÁ�¶!È%Á ¹KÊ  Fakat  

 

 

 
                           30 á.â ã?ä3åÙæ�ç.è�é�ê�ç

 ëNì�í�î�ëSîRï,ð�ñ1ë fe     25 
(km) 
                           20 
 
                           15 
 
                           10 
 
                                1          2            3             4             5 
                                                    Motor hacmi 
                                                          (litre) 
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b. G ø�ù.÷"ú! %ø�ôNõ�
Mù�ø;û�ø�ôNò������ ù4ý� 	, ô"÷�ø9��ù1ø�ô
ú#�!üZú5ô
ú! 5ø�õ&�1ø�� ôGø)ù&��ó�ù�üXø)ô ú�ýPù1ø�û�ø�ôAD_ø�=B �øQý� ;, ô5�
 

c. G ø�ù.÷'ú! 5ø�ô�õ�
Mù�ø�û ø�ôC�)ýOù�÷@,� �ø�õ�ú<ô
÷Kø���ó"�B ;
�ô
ó�õ�û(
�ù�ó��1ø���ô!ø)ù� 5ø�ôEýPù�ø;û�ø�ôC�)ø�ò�,�ù:��� ô+� ô.�
 

d. H ý(� ôGø)þ øUõ�
Qù�ø)û�ø�ôE�)ý�ù:��� ô+� ùI��ø�� ô
ø�ù8ù�ø�ô
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ú# �ú<ô�÷'ø�� ýPù�ø;û ø�ôAD_ø�=B �øUû�ý'�,ø$ü�
�÷J
B �û�
0
�û�ó# 5ó�ô.�
 

 

30.
/�,/ø�ô!ø'�Gü3ú<ô��,ø�û�øMù1ý�õ�üXôGý� �
)û1ó! "
�õ/û�
;þ�ó#�
ù�
�õI*�ø�õ�� óX÷'ó5û1ó�ô@?

 

a. Her saks
ú5û�ø)õ:
9 %û(
-
)û1ó! "
�õ�û ý'�,øüK
;÷E�,ó5ù�üXø�ô
ú

 

b. G ø�ù.÷"ú! %ø�ôGøQù�ø�ô
úL�?ü_ú<ô
ú# 5ø�õ&��ø�� ô
ø�ùI��ó<ùOü_ø�ô
úL�
 

c. G ø�ù.÷'ú! 5ø�ô!û ø�ù�ó ü_ýOôGø�ù&�Aó<ù�üZø�ô�úL�
 

d. M � ôF�������C�1ø��1ø)ù9ù1ø�ô
ú��Gü_ú�ô
ú# 5ø�õ�÷"ø)ù�÷"ú�÷Kø��ú%÷Kú<�
 

 

31. N ô
øB�!üZú5ô��,ø)û ø�ù�ó�ò�ø;þ ú	�O �ú�û�
)þ óL�!ù�
�õI*�ø�õ�� óX÷Kó�û1ó<ôF?
 

a.
6&
�ô^÷'ø�ù�÷aú5û�ø�õ2
9 5û�
-
;û1ó! ;
�õ/û�ý'�,ø$üL
2÷E�,ó�ù�üZø�ô
ú

 

b. G ø�ù.÷"ú! %ø�ôGøQù ø�ô
úL�?ü_ú<ô
ú# 5ø�õ&��ø�� ô
ø�ùI��ó<ùOü_ø�ô
úL�
 

c. G ø�ù.÷'ú! 5ø�ô!û ø�ù�ó ü_ýOôGø�ù&�Aó<ù�üZø�ô�úL�
 

d. M � ôF�������C�1ø��1ø)ù9ù1ø�ô
ú��Gü_ú�ô
ú# 5ø�õ�÷"ø)ù�÷"ú�÷Kø��ú%÷Kú<�
 

 

32. N ô
øB�!üZú5ô��,ø)û ø�ù�ó�ò�ø;þ ú	�I÷'ú"=�û�
)þ�ó#�
ù�
�õ:*1ø�õ���ó%÷'ó5û1ó�ô@?
 

a.
6&
�ô^÷'ø�ù�÷aú5û�ø�õ2
9 5û�
-
;û1ó! ;
�õ/û�ý'�,ø$üL
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b. G ø�ù.÷"ú! %ø�ôGøQù�ø�ô
úL�?ü_ú<ô
ú# 5ø�õ&��ø�� ô
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úL�
 

c. G ø�ù.÷'ú! 5ø�ô!û ø�ù�ó ü_ý ôGø�ùI��ó�ù�üZø�ô
úK�
 

d. M � ôF�������C�1ø��1ø)ù9ù1ø�ô
ú��Gü_ú�ô
ú# 5ø�õ�÷"ø)ù�÷"ú�÷Kø��ú%÷Kú<�
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33. P>Q;RTS�U1R@V�W�X1Q�YOZ	[�W�\^]�Z!_.`;\�R@Z;W�[�\B`!a�Z	R�Y�\cb�V�]<V�W�V�[�`!V�RdQeW�Qf\�RF\'g+]<Z"R�Y�\�[(]�\9a�Z;R�h(i0V'g)Qe]<`"Q�j�k'b�`"\�RFa�\l V�g�V�[�Q�`!`;V�RFa�Vmj�Q;R�[�\�n&YoZ	[(W�\]�Z!_-\9`"Z"R l VIp�V�RqY�Z	[�W�\�]<Z!_�Z	Wrn�V�[(]KQ!U�Qsa�V�Y�Q;Rq]<k(tB`;\�RdZ	W�Zf]<\�RK]L\�R.h�P�u
n�\1`"Z#g@Yv\9a�\0Y�Z	[�W�\�]<Z!_.Z;WI[�\ `;a�Z;R�Y�\0b�V�]<V�W�V�U�Q�W�\9_5Z!`�]L\�W�ZeYO`"\�W�Z	R@w  
a. x u�`�`"\�W�Z!`"\�W:Y�Z	[�W�\�]<Z!_�Z	W&j�y(b�y�[�`	y�U1y�Q!`"V(h  
b. z V�YOQ	R{]<k'tB`"\�R@Z	W�Z�n�V�[�V�W&YoZ	[�W�\�]KZ!_�Z	W2\9U�Z	R)`!Z"U�Z�Q#`"V'h  
c. x u�`�`"\�W�Z!`!\�W&Y�Z	[�W�\�]<Z!_.Z;W�gdV�[�`!Q�Q"`!V(h  
d. i|V�[�Q"`"V�W:a(V�Y�Q	R{]<k'tB`"\�R@Z;W�Z	W:\9U�Z	R@`!Z#U�Z�Q!`"V�h  
 

34. P-Q"R�p�V9a(V�}�V~n�V1g�Q	]L`!Q�YvVB_�\9}KVB`"V�RFa�V�W�����V�Ro\�]<Z�gOb�\���Z#`#Z R�h0�7V�R�Y�V1_)\9}�V�a�V�W�b�\���Z!`!\�W����
\]KZ�gF]�\�W:p�V�a�V9}KV>Q#_�\�j�V]�V�a�V�W�`!V�RE\Bg)\�U�Z"a�\�[�Q(]L\�j�`"k�a�\>�(S�_d]�V�R@Q!`	YOQ!gF]KQ	R�h  
  

  

 

 

  

 �
gd\BU�Z"a�\�[�Q��1RF\B}�Q;[�`;V�R@a�V�W&p�\�W���Q#_.Q l V�R@Q!`!V�W&j�u l V�RdQ!`"V�RdQ�V�W�Qeb�QfgdV�[�Q!`!a(V�b�\�W�_�Ze]<Z"R@w  

 

             a.                                                                    b.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mesafe(m)  �J�������!�&�����!���m�'�+� �c�B�(��� ���  
     
     5         25 
   15         10 
   25         10 
   50           5 
 100           2 
 

 
 
 
 
                      25 
Hedefi bulan �5�!� �4�5��^� ������   
 
                      15    
  
                      10 
 
                       5 
             
                               20    40    60    80    100 
             ¡(¢�£¢�¤ ¢J¥�¦ §�¨J©.ª�§�«�¦ ¬ «  
                                                (m) 

 
 
 
                       100 
 
Hedefe olan      50 ©�ª.§�«�¦ ¬ k (m) 
                         25 
 
                         15 
                          
                           5 
 
 
                              2    5   10    15    25    
                                        Hedefi bulan 
                          §^!¬ ®s¯.§^°�¬ ¯�¬  
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c.                                                                      d.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

35. ±�²	³�´Bµ!¶�·�¸�¹�·�ºK»�¼�½v¾�·�¸�²4³�·Bµ#¿	¸�µ;·�ºd¿	ÀO³�·�ÁB´�ÀÃÂBÄ'¸OÅ�·�º+´�¸�´�ÆLµ!²{³�·�Á�´�ÀÇ²!È.´:¾'¼�ºFÉ1¼�À8Ä�µ#¾'¼�¸�µ"·�º@¿;À�¿
É(Ê'ÁBµ#´�º.ËÍÌ-·9µ!¿;¸�µ"·�º@¿	À Å�·�º+´�¸�´�Æ<µ!²!µ�²"Î�²	À�²Ï´Æ ¸�²!µ"´�»�´�À Ð+·�¸(ÆLÊ'º@µ!´�º@²Ñ½�´�ºF·�¸ ´9¾(´�º�Ë Ì-·9µ�¿	¸�µ"·�º@¿	À
Å�·�º@´�¸�´�Æ<µ#²#µ"²!Î�²	À�²�´Æ#¸�²#µ;´�»�´�À2Ð�·�¸�ÆLÊ'º@µ!´�º@²�Å�·�À�É�²�Å�²	Ò�Ä1Æ�´�ÁBµ;´cÈ5¿	À�·�»�·�³�²!µ#²	º@Ó  
a. Ì�·Bµ#¿	¸�µ!·�ºF·�À�´-¸�·�¾�·�ºCÂ�Ä(¸&»�´�½Ô¹�´�ºd²#µ!²	º@È.´�¶�Äm¸�·9¾�·�ºCÂ9Ä1¸I»�´�½o´�²"Å(Æ<²	»�·9ÂBµ;·�ºd¿�¹�·�ºF¾�¿	º.Ë  
b. Ì0·1µ"¿	¸�µ"·�ºCÀ�´0¸�·9¾(·�ºsÅ�·�º+´¸�´�Æ<µ!²�Ä�µ	¼�ºdÈ)·>Äm¸�·9¾(·�ºEÂ9Ä'¸&»�´�½�´>²	Å(Æ�²e»�·�ÂBµ"·�ºd¿�¹�·�º@¾ ¿	º.Ë  
c. ±�¼�¾(·0À�´�¸�·B¾�·�º8Â�Ä(¸2Ä'¸�È�² Õ.´�ÀI¹�·�º@È�·�¶(³�·1µ!¿	¸�µ"·�ºCÄm¸�·�¾�·�ºE²	ºd²�Ä�µ"¼�º.Ë  
d. Ö ¸�¹�·�º+»�¼�½ÔÀ�´�¸�·9¾�·�º{ÂBÄ1¸�¿�×)¿;¸:·Bµ!¿	ºdÈ�·�¶'³�·9µ#¿;¸�µ;·�ºEÄm¸�·�¾�·�ºCÅ�·�ºF´�¸�´Æ<µ�²�Ä�µ;¼�º.Ë  
 

36. ØÚÙ�ÛFÜ�ÝTÞ�ßàsá#â	ãäß�å�â	ã�æ�ßvç�â	Û@è�é'êäßBë!ß�ê'Ý#Û@â"ê�ë!âJÜ9ë!ßÝìå�ÜÛ@æ�í	Û.îfïfÜ�ðBë"Üoñ�ß9ë"ß�ãòß9ë"ß�ê(Ý�Ûdâ	êäó�ÜÝLÙ�Û+ÜBë"Ü�Ûdí
æ�â	ê�ê�Ü�Ý<â	ã�â�èBß�ê�ß�Û.îCô7Ù�ë!ë#Ü�ã�í#ë"Ü�ã ß9ë!ß�ê(Ý�Û@â;êÚõoâ	ê(Ý<Ü�Û@í;ã�í0ßÝ#ê�â!ë"ßà�ß�ã~ó�Ü�ê'ÝLö(Û@ë"ß�Û@â0Ü�Û+Ü1÷FÝ<í"ÛKõvÜ�à�ÜÇê�Ü�ÛFÜ�Û
å�ß�Û@â"Û.î�ø2÷)Ü9ù�í!æ�Ü�ê�âÔæ�ß9ù�â#÷Fê�ß�ã�ë"ß�ÛFæ(ß�ãÏú�Ü�ã�ñ�â!û5âüê�Ù�ë#ë;Ü�ã�í#ë;Ü�ãýß�ë"ß�ê(Ý#Ûdâ	êþß�ã�ß�Û�ÿ^â!û5â õoâ;ê(ÝLÜ�Û@í	ã�í
etkileyebilir? 

a.
���������
	��������	�������������� ��!

 

b. " ������#$�����%��	�&'	)(���'��*&'�+� �,!
 

c. - 	�./	�01��2.3	)�4�����5�6���4������74���8	+��.%	9�6��4�����:!
 

d. a ve c.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       
                       100 
 
Hedefe olan      80 ;=<?>�@1A B @2C�DFE  
                         60 
 
                         40 
                          
                         20 
                                    
                                5      10     15      20      25    
                                        Hedefi bulan >6G�B HJI?>LK+B I�B  
 

 
                       25 
Hedefi bulan >6G�B HJI?>MKMB I�B N+O  
 
                       15    
 
                       10 
 
                         5 
             
                           20    40    60    80    100 P�QMR+QLS QUT A >�VU;=<?>+@?A B @  
                                                (m) 
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APPENDIX E 
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X6Y[Z]\ ^]_a`�b�XdcdefcgehYjilknmn_no
X

 
 p�q�r�s4t8uMv3u'w xzy|{�t�q�}+s'~h����v%�'u���}����1���'}���t�����s4�����+��v�t�}�t�}�� �3��t�}[��}+���+��v�t�}+�'����s4u+���?r��?r��'��u
���)�3�M�������h�+�:�8��������� ���/¡¢���M� �������4��� ���/¡¢�h�����)� £1��¤����/¡¢�f�M�,�8���/���'��� ���¦¥'�f§�¨�©f�h�+�,�����ª���4���

-um «�¬��®+¯j°�±)²+³�²µ´'²�¶¸·?²�¹)²Mº4²+¯j»�²�³ ¼8¬��¼$¶ ½ ¼�³?¾À¿�²+³ÂÁ+° mleyi dikkatle okuduktan sonar Ã'Ä+Å4Æ�Ç�Å4Ç�È5ÄnÉ�Ê'Ë�É�Å/Ì�Ä5Í)Ä�Å�Ä5Î�Ç�Ç8Ï=Ð�Ñ�ÄLÒ,Ó�ÄMÊ4Ç�Å4Ç�È�Ô
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